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Starting A New Legacy 

Prom 2018: king and 
queen for a night

Emileigh Wuerst, 12, and Keyanie 
Guyette, 12, broke records in South 
Albany High School’s pole vaulting 
event for track and field. The nine 
feet and three inches record from 
1995 was first broken by Guyette, set-
ting a PR of nine six. More than two 
weeks later, Wuerst tied the record. 
Read how they feel about reaching 
such accomplishment on page  4.

breaking records

By Mathew Morris
Reporter

Marking the beginning Of a legacy

Nate Muñoz, vice principal, starts to pack Brent Belveal’s, principal, 
belongings in Belveal’s office as he begins his transition to becoming SAHS’s 
principal next year 

Some students partake in athlet-
ics, theater, or music. Savannah 
Partridge, 12 found her niche with 
music. Creating music by using both 
her vocals and her guitar, Partridge 
shares how music has influenced her 
life and talked about the campaign 
she started from the #metoo move-
ment on page  8.

After 37 years of teaching, principal 
Brent Belveal shares his story from 
being a student teacher, to teacher, to 
coach and to principal over the years. 
He also discusses the school’s con-
troversial Rebel mascot and why he 
initiated the process to either keep it 
or move away from it on page  12.

Becoming king or queen for some-
one’s high school can be a mile stone 
in someone’s life. This year, South 
Albany High School crowned Kerry 
Tappana, 12, as king, and Bari Wal-
ter, 12, as queen, for this year’s prom. 
Read how this year’s royalty feel 
about being voted the most by their 
class on page  9.

Collectors Edition

   News spreads like a wildfire in high 
school, such as when it was first an-
nounced that assistant principal, 
Nate Muñoz would be South Albany 
High School’s next principal, after 
the current principal, Brent Belveal 
retires this year. When it was first 
announced to the public on March 
21st, students and staff had a mix-
ture of emotions. There was mainly 
excitement, anxiety and anticipation, 
all of which were appropriate for the 
situation. With many more questions 
arising, nobody really knows what to 
expect for the years to come. Muñoz 
answered many of the big questions 
like what it will be like to be chosen 
for such a high position. For Muñoz, 
it seemingly comes naturally. He said, 
"The biggest things are definitely how 
excited, and honored I am. It is defi-
nitely humbling, and I'm mainly ex-
cited about the opportunity." 
   "Many students came up to me after 
they heard the news that I was going 
to be the next principal, they came 
up to me and congratulated me,” said 

sahs retires the rebel 
introduces the .....

marking the end of 
a legacy

For the Love of Music

Muñoz. “But then their smiles faded 
away and they mentioned that they 
were worried that they wouldn't see 
me anymore. I wanted to make sure 
that every student knows that I didn't 
take the job to be sitting behind a 
desk. Although that is part of being a 
principal, I wanted it for the relation-

ships I am able to build with you guys. 
That's my favorite part, those connec-
tions are really what gets me fired up 
to work with you guys," he added.
   Regarding the question of filling in 
Belveal’s shoes, Muñoz said, "It is im-
possible to fill his shoes; Mr. Belveal is 
a legend. But one thing I have learned 

is that if you're going to do some-
thing, make sure to do it your way. 
I know I can't fill his shoes, but I'm 
also not really trying to because he is 
his own man, and I'm just going to be 
me."
   With such a big position, comes 
big power. And if superhero movies 
have taught people anything, it is that 
with great power comes great respon-
sibility. Ever notice that not a lot of 
superheroes have families? Wonder 
whether or not Muñoz will be able to 
juggle both his family with his newly 
acquired position as the principal? 
Muñoz replied with a powerful an-
swer. "I don't think that it has changed 
things with my family too much, as I 
have always strived for success. I try 
to focus on remembering that work is 
work and family is family; you need 
to make sure you find time for both. 
It especially helps that my family kind 
of lives and breathes high school. We 
like to hang out at football games and 
basketball games as a family. We just 
love to get involved with the school." 

   This school year, there has been 
a lot of focus on the retirement of 
principal Brent Belveal, but he is 
not the only one leaving South Al-
bany High School this year. There 
are more than a few staff members 
that will be retiring or simply leav-
ing the school in the midst of June.   
   The first goodbye is to office manager 
Karen Kennedy. She has been work-
ing with SAHS for 25 years. Kennedy 
retired last year, but decided to stay  
one more year at SAHS. Her long time 
service and commitment shows that 
Kennedy really cares for the school. 
   Kennedy summarized, “I am going 
to miss all of my wonderful South Al-
bany family! This has been my home 
away from home for all of these years 
and I have made some very valuable 
and lasting friendships. My favor-
ite thing about South Albany are the 
friendships that I have made over the 
years,” continued Kennedy. “Both staff 
and our community have made a very 
positive impact on my life. Friendship 
is more valuable than gold to me.”
   After retirement, Kennedy will be liv-
ing her life her own way, and relaxing. 
   “I have two grandchildren who 
are my joy (along with my husband, 
boys and their wives) and I will have 
more opportunities to be involved 
in their lives. I see myself volunteer-
ing in their schools and activities.” 
   But, outside her family, Kennedy also 
plans to stay active by volunteering.
   “I believe opportunities will arise 
for me to give back to our com-
munity. I am passionate about our 
senior community and feel cer-
tain that I have a future in bring-
ing some smiles and cheer to those 
folks who might be forgotten in 
this season of their lives. I look for-
ward to this ministry,” said Kennedy.

departing 
from sahs

By Evelyn Hersha 
Reporter

Continue Reading on Page 2:  
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By Courtney Sanders
Reporter

   The week of April 2nd, South Alba-
ny High School english classes  hand-
ed out a packet containing articles 
about the school’s controversial Rebel 
mascot. After examining these ar-
ticles, students were asked to discuss 
the mascot and their thoughts about 
whether there should, or should not 
be a change. 
   One of the five articles read by stu-
dents was entitled “Rebels without 
racism? South Albany examines its 
Confederate mascot” by Casey Parks 
who wrote, “Students and faculty 
chose the mascot as a cheeky joke. 
They were breaking off from Alba-
ny's larger Union High School and 
thought it would be fun to play off the 
theme of secession.” 
   In a second article, “Song of the 
South: A Rebel’s confession” by Jen-
nifer Moody of the Democrat-Her-
ald. Moody contacted the first Rebel 
student body president: Steve Saxton 
who gave his input on how the mas-
cot evolved.
   “Whenever the word ‘South’ came 

up, we identified with the Confedera-
cy that had seceded from the Union, 
because we were leaving Albany 
Union [High School]. It made sense 
to a bunch of teenagers,” commented 
Saxton.
   Times have changed and the cheeky 
joke has turned into a very serious 
argument among the community. 
Many alumni are against this change 
because they graduated as a Rebel, 
but there are alumni who support the 
change. Alumnis who are for chang-
ing it see the mascot as a symbol of 
racism. Current students are against 
the change, while 28% students are 
for the change based on a straw poll. 
The staff members for the change is at 
80%, according to the school board 
packet presented on April 23rd. 
   One idea for the new mascot is the 
South Albany Sasquatches. This idea 
was created by current SAHS teacher 
Andy Winn, this has since spread 
among the students at south. There 
are other suggestions some made by 
Principal Brent Belveal. The sugges-
tions were Nighthawks, a Patriot, or 
a Pride of lions. 
   Drew May, senior, gave her insight 
on the mascot. She said, “I don’t feel 

bothered by it. I don’t have any at-
tachment to it.” 
   May also said, “Having a lion (as 
a mascot) would be cute cause of 
PRIDE. It would be super cute.” 
   When asked about the articles, May 
said, “Looking through them was 
very interesting. I like hearing about 
others opinions about the mascot. Es-
pecially when they are patient about 
their opinion.” 
   Adam Bitter, senior,  unlike May 
who was undecided, is against the 
change. 
   Bitter said, “My opinion about not 
changing the mascot still stands. 
Reading the articles really triggered 
me.” As of April 23rd the mascot will 
be changed. During the board meet-
ing on April 23rd, Tonja Everest, act-
ing superintendent, said, “People ac-
knowledge and understand, through 
the comments submitted, that no 
matter the decision there will certain-
ly be people both happy and unhappy 
due to the contentiousness of the is-
sues and the impacts any decision will 
have.” 

After the decision to change the school’s Rebel mascot was made, students had the option to vote in suggestions, 
and later narrowing down their choices to Raptors, Wildcats and RedHawks. Images courtesy to South Albany High 
School.

Continue Reading on Page 10:  
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New building

for SAHS

By Courtney Sanders
Reporter

As shown in a DLR Group’s prototype, the new SHAC and VTE building 
will be located in the southeast part of campus, right next to the gym. 

Departing from SAHS

Continue Reading on  Page 10: 
Departing From SAHS

Photo courtesy to Greater Albany Public Schools

  
South Albany High School is a grow-
ing school that needs to remodel and 
add on to the current designs as it gets 
older. In 2017, a bond passed and was 
decided that SAHS would get a new 
gym building that’s being called the 
Science, Health and Athletic Com-
plex (SHAC) and VTE (Vocational 
Technical Education) building.
   The current VTE building is lo-
cated near the gym. In the building 
there will be updates and remodeling 
for the metal and wood shop classes. 
They will be remodeling three class-
rooms along with the applied learn-
ing labs, the roof and storage room. 
This is a big improvement for the 
classes in the VTE building. 
   Metals teacher Matt West gave his 
input on the new building. 
   “I look forward to the building. 
Only the new roof will be done by 
the end of summer. Next summer the 
new classroom and storage will be 
done. I’m going to get more wiring, 
so almost all of the machines will be 
up and running,” commented West.
   Due to an overbid mentioned in the 
board meeting on May 14th, these 
changes will not be happening in the 
summer as anticipated.
   Along with the new VTE building 
there will be an addition; a new gym 
and a classroom will be built. The 
lobby in the current gym will be ex-
panded, as well as the restrooms, in 
the gym and in the existing buildings, 
will be remodeled and expanded. 
Most importantly there will be an el-
evator added. 
   The addition of an elevator in the 
new gym will help those with a physi-
cal disability in the school and com-
munity. This will also help if someone 
gets injured and needs to use the up-
stairs gym. 
  Athletic trainer Taylor Schroeder 
said, “I personally will like the new 
building. The elevator will be great for 
getting injured athletes down from 
upstairs. A new concession stand will 

be great.” 
   According to a email sent out to 
staff members by the principal Brent 
Belveal, “Much of the east side of 
campus will be totally blocked off.” 
   This will be held off until a new bid 
is held in October of next school year. 
A video of the new building and re-
modeling is on GAPS website. The 
gym is set to be ready in August 2019. 
   The deadline are changing as other 
needs need to be meet. Chad Angel 
said, “There are going to be projects 
leading into the next school year.” 
   This summer, it was planned that 
the bathrooms in building one and 
two were going to be renovated. Due 
to recent events they are also being 
held off. 
  “The theater is going to get upgrades 
with lighting and sound. The big 
stuff will be all year. For the new sci-
ence and health building they will be 
working summer and into the school 
year hopefully being done for the fol-
lowing school year. There will be new 
programs, a new gym and classrooms 
when everything is finished. With the 
new upgrades there is going to be 3D 
printers and laser engravers in the 
tech buildings,” commented Angel.
   Angel added, “There are going to be 
inconveniences. The big ones will be 
PE and CTE classes they will be hard 
to get to. We are still working with 
people to figure it out.” These incon-
veniences will be resolved. In a email 
sent out to staff b y Chad Angel said 
“More than 25% over budget, and it is 
not believed that we will accept them. 
With that being said, our construc-
tion for the summer has really had 
the breaks put on it.
   We have asked that they try and 
bid out some smaller jobs so we can 
at least have some things taken care 
of over the summer but it does not 
look like any of our big projects will 
get going.  
   What that means for you, the ac-
commodations that we were going to 
have to make this summer for con-
struction are most likely not going 
to happen so we should have close to 
normal access.” 

   What if somebody likes to sing? 
What if somebody wants to go to Dis-
neyland? If this is something someone 
would want to accomplish choir is the 
class to join. Seniors, Amanda Spen-
cer Lauren Glass and Anna Helenihi 
have enjoyed their time in choir and 
are involved in Rebel Singers. Spencer 
joined choir sophomore year because 
her counselor put it in her schedule, 
she ended up really loving it. On the 
other hand, Glass’ brother encour-
aged her to join. She has now par-
ticipated all four years of high school. 
Helenihi joined choir her sixth grade 
year because a lot of her older friends 
were involved in this class and said it 
was an enjoyable experience. .
   Spencer loves a lot of things about 
choir, “I feel it is one of the most per-
sonal things a person can do. You get 
on stage and throw all your emotions 
to everybody.” 
   Spencer’s favorite performance was 
at the International Championship of 
High School Acapella where the choir 
group got to perform and compete in 
front of 1500 people. This was their 

their voice is the limit
By Daisy Hooley

Reporter

first big competition and was a great 
bonding experience. 
   For Glass, she loves, “Whenever we 
all sing together [because] we become 
like a family, and it always makes your 
day better.”
   Glass will miss all the people in 
choir as well as Brett Deyoung, the 
choir director. The biggest take away 
Glass got from Deyoung was to al-
ways stay positive and to not let the 
hard times bring you down because 
there is always better times to come.
    DeYoung says, “Seniors have to be 
the backbone of the choir and each 
year we have another group exit. Hav-
ing these students over the past four 
years has been a pleasure.” 
   Spencer will miss the people she has 
met in choir as she will never be able 
to find ones like them again. Spencer 
has connected a lot with the people in 
choir especially during the competi-
tions. 
   Helenihi says, “I’ll miss all of my fun 
times with my friends and the jokes 
we have.” 
   Choir has taught Helenihi how to 
be a team player. She considers the 
people in choir like family. 
   Helenihi’s biggest take away from 
Deyoung was, “[He] has taught me 

that if I’m not putting 100% effort in 
it then I’m not trying.”  
   Choir consists of multiple concerts, 
some of which are considered winter 
concerts where Christmas songs are 
sung. The choir students get to sing 
along to well known songs by various 
artists including All I want for Christ-
mas by Mariah Carey. These concerts 
have always been Helenih’s favorites. 
   Glass’ favorite song in choir was 
When You Wish Upon a Star. “The 
harmonies in it are really cool and it’s 
the Disneyland song.”  
   Glass is really excited to go to Dis-
neyland, but also kinda nervous to be 
performing in front of all the people. 
Participating in the Rebel Singers 
choir, students get the opportunity to 
be in Disneyland for three days to not 
only sing in front of people, but also 
the Disneyland park. The students 
do fundraising to raise the 650 dol-
lars needed to go. As a group they do 
mattress fundraisers as well as choco-
late fundraisers, to get the rest of the 
money the students individually fun-
draise. 

Continue Reading on  Page 10: 
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   As a final goodbye, Kennedy said, 
“Saying ‘goodbye’ is not in my nature. 
‘See ya later’ is more who I am.” 
   And with that, the SAHS commu-
nity can say sayonara to Karen Ken-
nedy.
   While Kennedy will be missed, she 
is not the only one in the spotlight 
this year. The Production Center co-
ordinator Pamela Dodson will also be 
leaving in retirement this year, after 
working with SAHS for 20 years. 
   After leaving, Dodson plans to 
“Turn off my alarm clock.” Dodson’s 
hope for SAHS is that “every per-
son who has entered the Production 
Center has left feeling valued and re-
spected.”
   For a final goodbye, Dodson stated, 
“Leaving South will be a bittersweet 

transition. Although I look forward 
to my next life chapter, I will miss the 
daily student and staff interactions. I 
am grateful for and will always cher-
ish the memories that these past 20 
years have provided.”
   Now, while he will be retiring from 
being a full time history teacher and 
cross country coach here at SAHS, 
Chris VanCauteren will not be leav-
ing permanently. After leaving his full 
time position of a history, govern-
ment, and economics teacher, Van-
Cauteren said he will be focusing on l.
   VanCauteren said his favorite part 
of the job is the students, “How many 
people have the opportunity to forge 
so many relationships during their 
career?” He said, “I am blessed.” 
   For VanCauterens final goodbye, 
he stated, “My favorite moments at 
South have been in the classroom 
and on the athletic field. It is a joyful 
experience to watch a young person 

succeed and gain confidence.”
   Another teacher leaving SAHS, al-
though not retiring, is the 11th grade 
English and 12th grade AVID teacher, 
Denee Newton. “My favorite thing 
about South are the amazing students 
there and the sense of family it pro-
vides,” she stated. 
   Newton is leaving with many mem-
ories of the eight years she worked at 
SAHS, and some of her noted favou-
rites are “singing with the staff band, 
chaperoning prom, and that time a 
student read an entire section of Be-
owulf in a very challenging baritone/
british accent.” 
   Newton will be heading her own 
way in life and pursuing her career 
just as she implores her students to 
do. 

Continued from Page 1: 
Departing From SAHS

Karen Kennedy, Chris VanCauteren, Pamela Dodson, Chava Neuhaus and Brent Belveal (not pictured) are staff 
members who will retire after this year. Though not retiring, Denee Newton (not pictured), Tony Matta (not pictured) 
and Isaac Andrew (not pictured) will be continuing their career in education in a different school district. 
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By Logan Thomas
Reporter

avengers: infinity 
war review

   Infinity War is the third movie in 
the Marvel movie series: The Aveng-
ers. Marvel being the comic book 
brand that has Spider-man, Iron Man, 
Hawkeye, Black Widow and other 
superheroes. Ten years ago, Marvel 
decided to have stages in how they 
wanted to make movies and build up 
to this film. There were three phases 
in this project; phase one started 
with introducing the first six Aveng-
ers. The first movie they made was 
Iron Man in 2008. Then came Hulk, 
Thor and Captain America. While 
Black Widow and Hawkeye haven’t 
had their own stand-alone movie like 
the rest of these heroes, they do have 
a big part in these movies over the 
years, both appearing in other Aveng-
er standalone films, as well as both 
Avenger movies prior to Infinity War. 
They don’t have superpowers like the 
rest of the Avengers, but Hawkeye is 
great with a bow and arrow and Black 
Widow is a trained assassin.  
   This movie came out on Thursday, 
May 26th at midnight. The movie 
displayed many options for viewing, 
including a 3D version. Watching the 
movie in 3D myself, it seemed like 
the whole movie theater was put on 
the roller coaster of emotions. When 
something sad happened, the audi-
ence could hear and feel the emotions. 
When something crazy happened, 
you could hear the people holding 
their breath and sitting on the edge 
of their seat; then when something 
funny happened everyone laughed,  
and finally at the end of the movie, 
the audience could feel the pain the 
characters were going through. 
   The plot of this movie was pretty 
simple to follow along, even for those 
who know the bare minimum of the 
whole of the Marvel universe. Tha-
nos is the main villain of the movie, 
as the plot of the movie follows his 
mission to collecting all six Infin-
ity Stones (stones that each contain a 
special power). If Thanos gets those 
six stones, he can wipe out half of 
the universe with a snap of his fin-

gers using his gauntlet. The six infin-
ity stones are the Power Stone, Space 
Stone, Time Stone, Mine Stone, Real-
ity Stone and the Soul Stone. The he-
roes have to make a plan to stop him 
from getting all six of the stones. 

The remainder of this review will 
contain spoilers: You have been 
warned. 
 
   This movie got me messed up over 
the deaths in this movie. I sat in my 
seat with my jaw to the floor while 
watching Thanos fight Iron Man and 
nearly killing him, not going to lie 
I really thought that Iron Man was 
going to die because a lot of rumors 
leading up the movie was that either 
Captain America or Iron Man were 
going to die because those two were 
the ones that started the 10 year jour-
ney. 
   There were so many deaths in this 
movie. The first deaths occurring 
in the movie included Loki, Thor's 
brother (The theater was waiting for 
him to come back to life because it 
didn’t seem real at first) and Heim-
dall, Thor's friend.
   The death of Gamora showed how 
bad Thanos wanted the Soul Stone; in 
order for him to get the Soul Stone, he 
had to give up what he loved the most 
for something he really wanted. What 
Thanos loved his adopted daughter, 
Gamora.
   Then Vision was next. He had the 
Mind Stone on his forehead to keep 
him alive, but he died at the hands of 
Thanos. Scarlet Witch, one of the he-
roes against Thanos, destroyed the In-
finity Stone, but Thanos had the Time 
Stone and could undo time; resulting 
in going back in time before the Mind 
Stone was destroyed and ripping it 
out of Vision's head, which ultimately 
killed him. By this point of the movie, 
Thanos has all six of the stone, he 
snaps his fingers, and half the uni-
verse's population turns to ash. After 
the snap of his fingers, there are more 
deaths of the superheroes than the 
ones alive.
   The major death in this death that 
caught everyone off guard is the death 
of Spider-Man (one of the heroes who 
died from Thano's snap). Man.... this 
one nearly broke me in half, it wasn’t 
that he died, it was the way he died. 
Spider-Man was with Iron Man, who 
is his mentor, and when he was dying 
he was scared. His pain was heard in 
his voice when it was happening. 
   My overall opinion of this movie 
is that I could watch this movie over 
and over again without getting bored. 
I really think this movie is the best 
Marvel movie of all time. I really can’t 
wait for part two of this movie in May 
of next year.












DARING TO TAKE ACTION

   I have a topic that needs some dis-
cussion. One that isn’t talked about 
often enough, and when it is, it’s often 
laughed at and it ends with “Boys will 
be boys.”
   I, myself, used to have the mind-
set of “boys will be boys.” It started in 
kindergarten, when I was playing on 
my playground during recess. It was 
my birthday, and my class was run-
ning on the sugar from the cupcakes. 
Then it happened. My mom was talk-
ing to my teacher when she heard me 
crying. A boy pantsed me when I got 
to the bottom of a firepole, and my 
dinosaur briefs were exposed to the 
entire kindergarten class; including 
my crush, Zach.
   My mom was angry of course, and 
when she consulted with my teacher 
about it; my teacher responded with a 
“laugh it off ” response.
   Now, I wouldn’t say being pantsed 
was sexual harassment. This boy was 
six years old, and didn’t have the con-
cept of such a thing in his mind.
   It was the fact that my mom and I 
were told to laugh it off. He had no 
punishment, no talking to, no telling 
him it’s not okay to pants someone.
   When these actions are continu-
ously let off because of the “Boys will 
be boys” mentality, it escalates. 
   My second experience that I re-
member was in first grade. Kids ran 
into a line after the whistle blew 
signaling the end of recess, and a 
boy stood in front of me. He turned 

around, smiled at me, and told me he 
wanted to show me something. He 
then pulled me towards him, rubbing 
his body against mine.
   I froze up, confused and scared of 
what he was doing. He pulled away af-
ter a few seconds and laughed. I didn’t 
say anything until a few months later, 
and I broke down crying to my mom. 
When the school learned of what had 
happened, we were told there was 
nothing to do about it, and to move 
on. 
    I experienced sexual harassment 
once again in my Junior year of high-
school. I walked home on the same 
road everyday, and everyday a truck 
drove by and called out obscenities 
towards me.
   In elementary school, my school 
counselor would always say: “sticks 
and stones break my bones, but words 
will never hurt me.”
   But you know what? They did hurt.
   This person, this stranger, was try-
ing to belittle me. There was no good 
intention in calling out of his win-
dow as he sped past me. The words 
chipped at me little by little, and one 
day I broke into tears. I went to my 
mother about it. 
   “Walk home a different way,” she 
told me. “That’s just what men do, Al-
lie, and you’ll have to deal with it for 
the rest of your life. You know that.”
   I was shocked, hurt, that my mother, 
the one who does everything to pro-
tect me was so passive and seemingly 
uncaring that I was being verbally 
harassed. I hadn’t done anything. 
I did not know this person- I didn’t 
provoke them. It was winter time- my 
skin was covered head to toe in cloth-
ing. I did everything society wanted 
me to do in prevention- wearing con-
servative clothing, not looking them 
in the eye, ignoring them. Yet I was 
still being harassed. 
   It confused me. Why was I the one 
who felt like they were being pun-
ished? Why did I have to walk a dif-
ferent way? Would he not just target 
someone else?
   After a long discussion, my mother 

and I came to an agreement that I 
should be able to walk home without 
being verbally harassed; I shouldn’t 
have to change my life because of that 
person. 
Instead of having consequences for 
their actions, young boys will be told 
it’s in their nature. It is who they are. 
And I am here to tell you that is so 
beyond wrong.
   When this is said, I never hear pro-
test from males. They go along with it. 
People ignore the actions and words 
that are under this category, they do 
not speak out. They fear not being 
taken seriously. 
   Everyday I hear of people, in high 
school, middle school, college, or at 
their jobs being harassed. And they 
do nothing.  
   While sexual harassment is topic 
that is emotional and hard to talk 
about, something needs to be done. 
The perpetrators need to be called 
out, they need to face the conse-
quences of their actions so that they 
don’t do it to other women. Staying 
silent only acts as an enforcement to 
the behavior. Passivity allows for the 
rates of sexual harassment rise, it has 
allowed it to become a part of modern 
day society.
   For example, if a child throws a tem-
per tantrum, they are put in a corner 
for a time out. They need to learn 
how to control themselves and not act 
purely on emotion. When told it isn’t 
okay, they learn and grow from that. 
They stop having tantrums and are in 
control of themselves.  
   This same concept can be applied to 
sexual harassment. When it happens 
that person can be told that it’s not 
okay, and it won’t be put up with.
   This generation has come far in 
speaking up when dealing with sex-
ual harassment- and it can only be 
better. This is something high school 
students deal with daily, yet many 
of these are ignored and put in the 
back of their mind. Your friends, best 
friends, classmates, brothers, sisters 
could be the ones dealing with the 
harassment. 

Consequence of silence

By Allie Benton
Columnist
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A Look Back To powerpuff

breaking records

    Breaking the school record for a 
sport is very tough. Making the state 
track meet is even tougher. South 
Albany High School had two people 
complete at least one of those this 
track season. Looking back to April 
2nd, when SAHS’s girls pole vault re-
cord was broken. 
   Keyanie Guyette, senior, cleared 
nine feet and six inches, a set PR (Per-
sonal Record) to break the school’s 
record of nine-three set back in 1995. 
But nine-six became something com-
mon. She became the second ranked 
vaulter in the district, with teammate 
Emileigh Wuerst, senior, falling third 
19 days later; Wuerst tied Guyette’s 
record with a vault of nine-six, hav-
ing the seniors each have a share of 
the school’s record. Then, everything 
took a turn. 
   That nine-six record was shattered 

at the district track meet when both 
Guyette and Wuerst jumped ten-three 
to claim the top. At the district meet, 
the top two places advance to state. 
Guyette placed third, as she had more 
scratches, or incomplete vaults than 
Wuerst, where she placed second in 
the meet; Sydney Montesi, from Cor-
vallis High School placed first with a 
ten-six vault. Wuerst has returned to 
the state track meet at Hayward Field 
at the University of Oregon for the 
second time in a row. 
   Before breaking records, Guyette 
and Wuerst originally were not plan-
ning to vault. Guyette joined pole 
vault because assistant coach Bryce 
Bennett needed vaulters since their 
top female vaulter graduated during 
Guyette’s eighth grade year. He ap-
proached Guyette during her fresh-
man year and asked her to try vault-
ing because she was a good tumbler 
in cheer. 
   “They had to be freshman, [have] 
relatively good speed and good upper 
body strength,” stated Bennett. 

   Out of five girls that tried it, Guyette 
is the only one that remains today. 
   “It’s funny. I didn’t think I’d vault 
when I started track,” Guyette com-
mented.
   Unlike Guyette, Wuerst started to 
vault her sophomore year.
   “I started vaulting because Keya said 
it was fun and thought I’d like it, so 
she invited me to join track and try 
it out,” said Wuerst. Little did they 
know, they would be some of the top 
vaulters in the district and break a 
school record.
  For her sophomore season, Guyette 
placed third at the district meet.
   Guyette’s and Wuerst’s junior year 
took a turn, for the good and bad. The 
original pole vault coach, Mr. Ander-
son, retired from coaching. That was 
when Justin GaVette took over as pole 
vault coach and had different ways on 
teaching pole vault, whether it was 
with techniques or drills in which 
both junior vaulters were not famil-
iar with. But with a goal for both of 
them, they worked hard and took Ga-
Vette’s advice. The two junior vaulters 
excelled with all their hard work, and 
did impressive at districts.
   The standings at the district meet 
were the same as this year with 
Wuerst placing second and Guyette 
placing third. But with a disqualifica-
tion on another vaulter, Guyette went 
to state and jumped nine feet. Wuerst 
did too, but she did not clear a height.
   This year, Guyette broke her toe be-
fore track season, she was not even 
supposed to vault this year. But her 
PR last year of nine feet set her on 
a goal to beat her PR, and break the 
school record. Which leads to month 
ago, when she broke the pole vaulting 
record.
   “It feels good, it was set in 1995 
and I worked hard for it,” Guyette ex-
plained on how she felt about origi-
nally breaking the record.
   But that was not it. Wuerst wanted 
to be the best, and she tied Guyette’s 
record, which eventually earned a trip 
to state. 
   “This year I’m very excited and 
ready for it. Last year I felt so bad that 
Keya wasn’t going [Did not make it to 
state], but this year we both fought so 
hard; I just barely ended up on top. 
I’m ready to compete,” Wuerst said 
regarding state.

Emileigh Wuerst, 12, and Keyanie Guyette, 12 both broke the school’s 
record of nine-three in pole vaulting. 

Continue Reading on  Page 5: 
Breaking Records

By Jazzy Villemyer
Reporter
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   High school athletes put a lot of time 
and effort into the sport(s) they love. 
Balancing school and life, in general, 
can be a challenge for some, but not 
everyone.
   Olivia Acker, senior, takes advantage 
of her open periods as well as break 
and lunch to do her school work. She 
does not have a hard time keeping 
up with her homework as long as she 
uses her time wisely throughout the 
day. Acker has played softball for thir-
teen years and has been on varsity all 
four years of high school. Acker prac-
tices five days in a week for two and a 
half hours after school.
   As a varsity player, Acker learned 
how to work with people she did not 
know very well; in addition, she has 
learned how to put together the team’s 
strengths and weaknesses in a game.
   Ackers advice to younger athletes is, 
“Don’t be afraid of making mistakes. 
If you are trying to make a team, the 
coach is looking at how hard you will 
work. Effort counts more than talent.”
   As a catcher, Acker had to develop 
a stronger arm and yell a lot. Being 
a smaller catcher of 4’ 10” as well 
as being pretty quiet, Acker had to 
learn how to be louder over her years 
of playing. Acker stated it would 
have been more helpful if in earlier 
years of playing she could have been 
more outgoing and talkative. In high 
school, while playing softball, Acker 
loved the team like family, and to the 
day, they still have fun together.
   Freshmen year, when Acker tried 
out for the softball team she was a 
little nervous, but she was also confi-
dent that she would at least make one 
of the teams.
   Acker advises younger athletes to 
believe in themselves; she said, “Defi-
nitely have confidence in your ability; 
if you think you'll mess up, you will, 

By Daisy Hooley
Reporter

advice from senior 
athletes

confidence makes play a lot smooth-
er.”
   A ritual Acker has after a game is 
to take ten minutes to think about the 
game; she reflects on what the team 
did well or what they can work on. In-
stead of worrying about the last game 
Acker focuses how she can better the 
outcome of the next game.
Acker moves onto the next game.
   Senior Austin Bendele participates 
in football and tennis. Being on the 
team, Bendele loves hanging out with 
everyone on the team. His favor-
ite experience is when the football 
team went to Hermiston for playoffs 
because they were all so happy to be 
there; they all thought it was really 
cool that they made it that far as a 
team. Bendele had to change how 
he managed his time while playing 
sports.
   According to Bendele, “[While] 
playing sports, you tend to focus a 
lot on the sport, which is expected, 
but a lot of the time that can lead to 
you forgetting about homework for 
instance.”
   In order to keep athletes parents 
and coaches happy, Bendele thinks 
younger athletes should remember 
to find a way to manage their time 
wisely.
   Another piece of advice Bendele 
would give to younger athletes is to 
listen to their coaches; according to 
Bendele they are 99 percent of the 
time not trying to be jerks, but rather 
just want the best for the athlete and 
care a lot for them.
   “If they tell you to try out another 
position, just do it; they often times 
see things you don’t,” Bendele said.
   Bendele also suggested, “Remember 
your high school career is short, so 
don’t sweat the stuff that happens to 
you too much.”
   Bendele plans to keep sports a part 
of his life after high school; he said,“I 
don’t think I’m good enough to really 

play at the college level, but I defi-
nitely am going to continue playing 
in general.”
   Bendele says that the neat thing 
about sports is that it something you 
can continue to do all your life.
   Next year Wyatt Marsh, senior got 
accepted to go to Corban Univer-
sity to play soccer as well as pursue 
a degree to become a neurosurgeon. 
Marsh wants to focus on not only soc-
cer but also his career plan, Corban 
had the best offer of a scholarship for 
Marsh, offering him a 17,000 dollar 
scholarship.
   Advice Marsh would give to young-
er athletes wanting to go to college 
would be, “just having love and pas-
sion for the sport you play is a big 
thing, make sure you are having fun 
and it is not a chore.”
   To get ready for soccer at Corban, 
Marsh plans to work out in the gym 
and continue to practice while play-
ing club soccer on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays.
   The coach who has had the biggest 
impact on Marsh is his club team 
coach, Jamie Viramontes who has 
been his coach for six years. Marsh 
thinks of Viramontes as a second dad 
and has definitely made the biggest 
impact on him. Seniors, Alex King 
and Marco Reyes have also been the 
most supportive according to Marsh.
   King and Marsh have played soc-
cer together since they were kids as 
they are cousins and are very close. 
Marsh met Reyes in grade school and 
has been playing soccer together ever 
since.
   In the long run, playing soccer for 
fourteen years has paid off for Marsh 
not only because of his scholarship 
to Corban, but also the connections 
and impacts he has made with and on 
people.
   “Life-lasting relationships with peo-
ple has definitely been a part of how 
playing soccer has paid off,” he said.

Wyatt Marsh (far right), 12, alongside 22 other seniors signed to a college this year and were recognized as they hold 
their letter to intent and a #acceptedtocollege t-shirt on May 17th, in the commons.  

As pictured: 
Jose Torres, soccer, Lane CC
Joey Barrientos, soccer, Chemeketa CC
Jasmine Alejandre, soccer, Multnomah University
Jake Costello, basketball, Walla Walla CC
Chandler Villarreal, wrestling, Southwestern Oregon CC
Bradley Johnson, track, Oregon Institute of Technology
Taylor Marshall, soccer, Rogue CC
Elileigh Wuerst, track, Lane CC
Bishop Burns, cross country, Lane CC
Annie Taylor, cross country, Lane CC
 Tyler Miller, cross country, Southern Oregon University 
Wyatt Marsh, soccer, Corbin University

Where They Are Going
Not pictured: 
Armondo Arreola, soccer, Oregon Institute of Technology 
Austin Mendoza, soccer, Lane CC
Gunner Teem, football, College of the Siskiyous
Gustavo Salas, soccer, Walla Walla CC 
Keyanie Guyette, track, Southern Oregon University
Logan Whittaker, track, Montana State University
Madeline Trippett, volleyball, Southwestern Oregon CC
Marco Reyes, soccer, Corbin University
Preston Mayer, football, Willamette University
Katie Mayhue, basketball, University of Montana

   Besides track and field, they both 
participate in other activities. Wuerst 
is the starting goalkeeper for SAHS 
girls soccer team. Guyette is a black 
belt martial arts, although she says 
she is not the best. Guyette also par-
ticipated in cheer her first three years 
of high school and was on the cross 
country team this year. 
   In order to stick to an event, an ath-
lete needs motivation.    “It’s [Vault-
ing] fun. It’s very laid back.e have 
fun at practice and it’s very quick, so 
there is no room for error. I think the 
people make it fun because if I did it 
alone I probably would have given up.  
It’s something different and out of the 
norm that when people ask about it, 
they are always awestruck that I’m so 
comfortable with flying through the 
air,” Wuerst said.
   “The rush and adrenaline has to 
be my favorite. Just going up and 
remembering my takeoff. I still do it 
because I look for personal goals and 
improvements,” shared Guyette.
   They also leave some inspiring 
words for aspiring athletes. Wuerst 
said, “Don’t skip practices and make 
it fun. Don’t just hate on everything.” 
   Wuerst looks up to her father. She 
said, “I look up to my dad the most; 

he’s very motivational and always 
helps me get back up on my feet, but 
all of my friends are also very moti-
vating. I wouldn’t be where I am today 
if I didn’t have such good friends”
   Guyette mentioned,“Set goals for 
yourself, until you get the end result. 
Improve day by day. And the work 
you put in now means better results 
later.”
   Guyette looks up to pole vaulter Al-
lison Stokke, who is one of the top 
collegiate vaulter over at the Univer-
sity of California Berkeley.
   Both Guyette and Wuerst will be 
vaulting in college. Wuerst plans to be 
vaulting at Lane Community College, 
and plans to get her pre reqs done and 
receive her associate's degree. Guyette 
plans to vault at Southern Oregon 
University.
   Regarding Guyette, Bennett stated a 
few words acknowledgement. 
   “Keya is a special young lady. Many 
athletes will complain when you ask 
them to try different events or posi-
tions outside of their comfort zone. 
I truly appreciate Keya because she 
is always willing to put in the extra 
work and doesn't back down from a 
challenge. Keya will be successful at 
whatever she tries because of this atti-
tude. That attitude is contagious; I be-
lieve that lower classmen will use her 
example and embrace her work ethic.”

Breaking Records (con.)
Continued from Page 4: 

Breaking Records

South Albany 4x6
trisha.farver@albany.k12.or.us 
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For a better ME

By  Samantha Chavarria 
Page-Editor

   I have started this assignment, sev-
eral ways and several different times. 
I know once I am done writing some-
thing like this, a significant chapter of 
my life will forcibly come to an end; I 
find that one of the hardest things for 
me to accept is the fact that my entire-
ty of high school days will be ending. 
Lately, time has become such a surre-
al concept. I have become less known 
with what day of the week it actually 
is, and more concerned with how 
many days of school are left. It is like a 
really bad New Year’s party, and I am 
not ready for the buzzer to hit zero yet.
   I remember starting this school four 
years ago. Four years ago my life was 
completely insane. My everyday life 
was in shambles and this was just an-
other new school, one I had no idea 
if I was actually going to stay at. My 
family had the tendency to move 
around a lot when I was younger, so 
I learned to not do anything that I 
would grow comfortable with when 
it involved something like school.
   I was a completely different person 
freshman year. I grew up with some 
semi-serious difficulties about my 
self-perception, and it to this day, 
it still affects me from time to time, 
but when I was younger I let some-
thing so terrible consume who I was.

   When I was younger I struggled 
to put myself out there. I was the 
proper definition of being unpopu-
larly popular. And I had done ev-
erything in my power to fit in. I did 
sports I had no passion for. I hung 
out with people who used and treat-
ed me unfairly. I tried things I wish 
I never did to myself to simply si-
lenced the pain of being less lonely 
for a minute or two.      
   A part of me died trying to chase 
the light at the end of the tunnel. I 
grew severely depressed. No, I’m not 
talking about the weird lingo people 
use nowadays relating to all of us 
being depressed. I am talking about 
a younger version of myself who 
barely ate, barely talked, and barely 
made it a single night without the 
dark thoughts of how much better I 
would feel if I did something as sim-
ple as not wake up in the morning.
   I hated who I was. I didn’t and 
couldn’t please those around me, no 
matter how hard I tried. Whether that 
was in school, my so-called friends, 
or even my own parents. Anything 
that could go wrong eventually did. 
It pains me to admit that I was a 
student, a daughter, a sister, and a 
friend who took things too harshly 
out on myself. I self-harmed. I was 
taken to the hospital and was inter-
rogated with questions about why I 
thought about ending my own life.
   It took one of the greatest tolls on 
me growing up. My whole well being 
only grew even more scared about 
what was going to happen next. My 
actions had consequences, and even 
then I was told that I shouldn’t feel 
this way because I had a roof over my 
head and food on my table. I am sor-
ry, I did. I was coping. It was at a point 
in my life where the only time I felt 
anything was when I was crying on 
the bathroom floor in a bloody mess. 
Even then I learned that this was my 
coping mechanism, and it caused me 
to only grow into hating who I was. 

I had simple thoughts and goals I 
thought I’d never be able to achieve. I 
had a future I felt I would never be able 
to accomplish, places I would never 
get to go, and people I would never 
get to love if I ended my life. I broke 
my own heart doing this to myself.
   This was all before high school started. 
I came to high school thinking these 
next four years of my life were going 
to be just as terrible as my previous 
years, if not more severe. Then quite 
literally I made a decision at freshman 
orientation to take a class I would 
never regret. That was journalism.
   I am not saying a class saved my 
life, but let’s say that that’s a really 
close similarity. I shortly enough I 
met Trisha Farver who over the years 
has become someone who I consider 
to be like my second mom. One of 
my closest longtime friends, Bren-
da Lopez-Lopez got subsequently 
kicked out of her art class and took 
journalism which was fate running 
its course and taking control. And I 
didn’t know it then but Ramon Her-
nandez, who was also in the same 
class, would grow into someone I 
love to be around each and every day. 
This was all possible because of one 
little journalism class freshman year.
   The publication room is going to 
the only thing I will miss about my 
high school days, because through 
the stressful deadline days for year-
book or newspaper to the celebra-
tory parties we consecutively have for 
peoples birthday, I will learn that my 
good old days have passed by me, and 
I don’t regret a single moment of it.
   Both of these classes have taught 
me what I truly shine in. I finally 
had a constant in my life, and now 
I will continue in a career in what I 
truly feel at home in. Journalism has 
taught who I want to become, and 
learn that those who have the simi-
lar interest will always be there to re-
late to and be there for me. I wasn’t 
alone in room 306. I grew up in it. 

Later

   I was in my middle school advi-
sory class forecasting for my fresh-
man year of high school. If I’m totally 
honest, I don’t really remember much 
from that day, but I do remember one 
key thing. But before this key event 
and middle school though, I was 
a book nerd-- I mean a huge one. I 
read all the Harry Potter books, lived 
off of A Series of Unfortunate Events 
books, and worshiped anything I 
could get my hands on. I was the kid 
who had AR goals above 100 points, I 
was the kid who made it to hundred's 
clubs in elementary school. I loved 
reading, and part of that was thanks 
to my fifth-grade teacher. 
   He had it all, books for days. My 
love for reading peaked during the 
year, but sort of when down as I ran 
out of books to read, or ones I was 
interested in. At the time, I was a 
Harry Potter fanatic. I was obsessed, 
so when it came to an end, I was sort 
of lost. I remember walking out of the 
movie theater after watching Harry 
Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 
2 and thinking, “Now what, this was 
my life.” And it was. I literally made 
wands out of sticks and pretend I 
was in the story. I sort of made my 
own storyline, my own version of the 
story, and at the time, I didn’t know 
I was creating stories beyond what 
I had read. After that chapter of my 
life ended, I developed this storyline, 
with characters, a plot, and an idea 
that could potentially make me the 
next J.K. Rowling (sounds weird 
and a bit narcissistic, but you get the 
point). Since I was eleven, I have car-
ried this over my shoulder, not in a 
burden way, but in a way that I see 
as something part of my life. It was 
probably at that moment when I real-
ized that I wanted writing to be a big 
part of my life. 
   Backstory over, back to middle 
school. Since I had in mind that I 
wanted to write a book series, I knew 
my writing skills had to improve. I 
skimmed the options I had available 
and saw that journalism was being 
offered here. Not sure how my lim-
ited intelligence at the time knew 
that journalism correlated to writing, 
but I put it down as one of my elec-
tives. I had no intention of becom-
ing a journalist, or joining the school 
newspaper; I was more interested in 
improving my writing, which I think 
it did. Freshman year came, and sure 
enough, I had journalism as one of 
my electives. 
   From what I remember, Farver was 
this teacher who could literally not 
hurt a fly and was only capable of us-
ing her inside voice, regardless of how 
loud our class was or how frustrated 
we made her. At the time, journalism 
was split into two classes since it was 
big enough to. My class, I presume it 
was the best of the two, was that size 
that was just perfect enough to get 
side tracked on something, like a sim-

ple conversation, but recover quickly. 
We saw CNN Student News, learned 
the basics of journalism, and other 
stuff I probably should have paid 
more attention to. It was genuinely a 
class I enjoyed coming to, we shared 
this family-like bond with the people, 
and grew to enjoy Farver as a teacher. 
   I didn’t know we had a newspaper 
until the end of the semester when 
Farver suggested the journalism class 
to join it. Having the same mind-
set of improving my writing skills, I 
decided to join. In doing so, I really 
didn’t know what I was getting into. 
On the first day of class, I remember 
one of our two editors-in-chief was 
in the class because the other one 
had to take another class that was be-
ing offered during the same period. I 
didn’t really understand how that all 
worked, all I knew was that I was ex-
cited to write. Since we were required 
to send our articles to our editors, I 
only truly knew one of them, which 
was the one I saw in class. For the 
things we turned in, they both left 
suggestions, edits and ways to im-
prove. For the longest time, I would 
hold this grudge towards the editor, 
the one who I don’t know of when 
she left edits on my work. It’s funny 
looking back to it now, but at the time 
there was nothing that bothered me 
more than having someone tell me 
what to do when I didn’t even know 
them. The following year, I did end 
up meeting her when she was in the 
same class as me, and I immediately 
regretted anything negative I thought 
about her the previous year. 
   My class was like no other, like 
journalism, but better. The class was 
made up of mostly seniors, so I felt 
like I always had older brothers and 
sisters. I didn’t feel like an underclass-
man, because I was never treated like 
one. I felt that I matured significantly 
faster than my peers. Though my 
writing was not as strong as it is now, 
I still enjoyed doing what I did, so I 
continued to be in the class for my 
sophomore, junior and senior year. 
Doing so was the best thing I could 
have done. 
   I was a staff writer for two years and 
during those two years, things were 
relaxed. I was expected to write two 
articles per issue, complete my edits 
that my editors left, and when the 
paper was published, I saw my work. 
I didn’t really understand what the 
work in the middle entitled. It wasn’t 
until my junior year when I became a 
co-editor-in-chief when I was given a 
whole other perspective. Things were 
stressful, but I always had my part-
ner editor. We shared the work and 
responsibility, and it was then when 
I started to appreciate what my past 
editors did. My writing gradually im-
proved, resulting in being awarded 
awards, and for once, I was proud of 
what I was producing. Because writ-
ing for me is what I love to do. I feel 
like someone’s voice is much louder 
through text than through speech. It’s 
so universal, words can tell so much 
and give anyone the power to sound 
fierce. Just get a dictionary and use 
big, long, complicated words, and 
you’ll sound like an intellect. There 
is no prejudice in how you sound or 
deliver something when it’s through 
words. If I read an excerpt from 
somewhere, I would not be able to 
identify if it was written by someone 
based on their sex, race, sexual orien-
tation or creed. It’s so powerful how 
it works. That is why I have attached 
myself to writing for so long. 

   The only word I can use to describe 
graduating from this part of my life 
and starting fresh is bittersweet. 
School has been a part of my life 
since I was six years old, and now that 
chapter is coming to a close. (Don’t 
even get me started on college.) I 
have spent most of my teenage years 
stuck in classrooms with the same 
students who are my age and cre-
ated memories. Memories that I will 
either remember or forget, but just 
because high school is not all rain-
bow and unicorns, it is still a valuable 
period in life everybody needs to go 
through. It opens a door to new peo-
ple, experiences and it has helped me 
learn things about myself like time 
management and social interaction. 
Everything about high school, in gen-
eral, is bittersweet. For at least four 
long and hard years of my life, I have 
known and seen the same people ev-
ery day.
   When I’m old and look back on this 
adolescent time of my life, I won’t 
think, “Yeah that was the best years of 
my life,” or “High school sucks kids.” 
High school wasn't what I thought 
it would be. There were no druggies 
who came up and peer pressured me 
into smoking; no cliques I belonged 
to; no bullies like in the movies who 

shoved me in the lockers; despite that, 
it is a struggle that stresses the aver-
age student out so much. I never wor-
ried about what encounter I would 
have with my peers that day; I wor-
ried about what next lesson would we 
learn in school or how much home-
work I had that night.
   High school is stressful and the only 
reason I survived was because of the 
people in my life, family or academi-
cally, that helped me persevere. If you 

ask every person that knows me to 
describe my personality, lazy would 
be one of the first words to come out 
of their mouths; I am not ashamed to 
admit it because there are millions of 
students across the world who experi-
ence the same thing. The only way to 
succeed in these times of teenage cri-
ses is to plan, execute and repeat. No 
matter how boring or tough school 
gets, getting that diploma is one of the 
most accomplishing things you will 
do in your life.
   The quote “You’ll regret the things 
you didn't try” is so true. The deci-
sions I have made are not because I 
wanted to mostly, but because I took 
a chance. I played soccer, ran in track, 
joined the newspaper staff and took 
AP English; these decisions, although 
they all may not have lasted, created 
the best and important times of my 
high school. Because of Miss Farver 
and Miss Gisler, newspaper and AP 
English are like family to me and I am 
so glad I joined them.
   Don't be afraid to try new things 
because it could be super beneficial. 
I dedicate this to the underclassmen 
who are struggling to get up every day 
and come to school; regardless of the 
reasons why you can do it, just don't 
give up.

By  Ramon Hernandez 
Editor-in-Chief

By  Elisabeth Chilcote 
Page Editor

A Bittersweet
goodbye

Continue Reading on Page 14: 
Later
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   I have always thought highly of 
writers. I admire their ability to trans-
pose ideas onto paper, their clever-
ness, their complexity, their ready 
access to emotions, everything. I 
marvel at those artists who can make 
anything by writing; those writ-
ers who so effortlessly voice them-
selves in ways I could never imagine.
   I never had a gift for writing. Un-
der no circumstance would I choose 
to write as a pastime. With as much 
time as I spent on essays, book re-
ports and presentations, I found my 
passions elsewhere. Writing became 
more of a chore than anything- just 
one more assignment. What’s worse 
is the consistent judging and critiqu-

A FOND FAREWELL

By Madeline Helenihi
Columnist

ing we inevitably encounter when 
we set pen to paper. Did I correctly 
address the prompt? Did I write 
clearly? Did I write well enough for 
an A? In short, there is very little to 
enjoy about writing if we’re not par-
ticularly enthusiastic about the topic. 
I’m sure many of us feel this way.
   Even though I found my own writ-
ing arduous and exhausting, my 
fondness for writers remained. It 
was my appreciation for the art of 
writing and my fascination with the 
alchemy of writers that lead me to 
join The Sentry. I’m happy to report 
that after working on The Sentry for 
the past two school-years, I’ve come 
to the realization that writing has 
something worthwhile for me, too. 
  With all that is going on these days 
in our schools, communities, and 
world, most of us remain more or 
less silent observers to the chaos 
and commotion. Thanks to my posi-
tion on our paper, I get the chance to 
heighten my voice, grapple with ideas, 
and help shape the conversation in-
stead of just passively observing it.
   Stories for the newspaper led me 
to connect with my peers. Reporters 
have a built-in excuse to ask ques-
tions. I got to know those who were 
not otherwise a part of my routine. 
Occasionally, I met people who read 
something I wrote and wanted to 
talk to me about it. I’m not saying all 
the feedback was positive, but it did 
create a connection I wouldn’t other-

wise have. I was pleasantly surprised 
with how smoothly those of us with 
opposing viewpoints could interact.
   In a way, writing about some of 
the more stressful issues is actu-
ally a really good way to relieve that 
stress. Writing about difficult subjects 
gives me time to work out my own 
thoughts and feelings on those sub-
jects. Working through these issues 
by writing about them went a long 
way to relieving them of their stress. 
   The best part of writing for our 
school paper is that every once in 
awhile I got to help someone. From 
time to time, readers told me that 
something I wrote actually helped 
them think about an issue in a dif-
ferent way, or made them feel like 
their own thoughts on a subject were 
not so farfetched. These instances, 
though few in number, truly made 
my time on The Sentry valuable.
   I want to say goodbye and thank 
you to the South Albany High School 
community with particular affection 
and gratitude to the staff and students 
working on The Sentry. I thought 
that joining The Sentry would teach 
me how be a better writer. Working 
on our school paper did help im-
prove my writing, but it did so much 
more. I wrestled with complex issues 
and events. I connected with peers 
and community members. I learned 
so much more about myself than 
whether or not I could write a de-
cent sentence. For that, I thank you.

   The mountains surrounding the 
outskirts of L.A. were hot, dry and 
especially miserable when packing a 
car. Our SUV was stuffed full-- there 
was barely room to see out the back 
window. I sat with a pile of blankets 
and delicate items in my lap, hold-
ing them close while we lugged on 
through the fifteen hour drive. This 
was my seventh time moving, and the 
third time in just that year. 
   I thought back to where I was only 
a week ago, smiling and strolling 
through Disneyland with my mother 
and sister, eating churros and In and 
Out daily. I then thought back to 
where I was a month ago. Isolated in 
a country home in the fields of Cali-
fornia, dreading the thought of being 
there forever, my only escape from 
the house being school. My mother, 
sister and I left our friends and famil-
iarity behind in tears. Then I thought 
to where I was one year ago, in a cabin 
nestled in Lake Tahoe, Nevada, which 
I considered my home, but with it 
carried emotional childhood memo-
ries that were better forgotten.
   The fifteen hour car ride brought 

me to Albany, Oregon. This was un-
like any place I had ever lived before 
and instantly I felt ostracized. It was 
by far the biggest town I lived in- my 
home in Albany was within walking 
distance of a mall, fast food, and my 
school. The people were drastically 
different, from attitude, apparel, and 
more. The worst part was the over-
whelming feeling of being a stranger- 
having been a freshman in a school of 
300 students previously, I missed the 
feeling of being part of a family.  
   Going through so many changes in 
such a short period of time brought 
on many anxieties. I feared moving 
again. I didn’t want to feel the heart-
break from friendships if i did move 
again, so making friends was out of 
the question in my mind. Too many 
far advanced classes were piled on to 
my schedule and my afternoons were 
spent in tears over stress. 
   Around April of 2016 I began to 
make my first social steps since mov-
ing. There was one person that caught 
my eye, and they always seemed to 
be around me. With my hair dyed 
blue; hands shaking from anxiety, 
Isaac and I shook hands for six sec-
onds, all the while giving a spiel about 
how shaking someone’s hand for six 
seconds releases endorphins creates 
trust between the two. Little did I 
know that it was my future boyfriend 
I was shaking hands with.
   We started out small- the best of 
friends for the next four months. 
Walks to the park, feeding the ducks, 
and spontaneous slurpy outings filled 
our afternoons. Slowly I gained back 
my confidence, and mid summer we 
began dating. 
   Returning back to school for the first 
semester of my junior year was dras-
tically different compared to the year 
before. My grades improved drasti-
cally- I went from writing papers the 
night before they were due to writing 

them the day they were assigned. I 
put effort into making myself a better 
person every day. My self doubt was 
going down while my self esteem shot 
up. I started to talk to people outside 
of class- I soon bonded with my now 
best friend over photoshoots and or-
dering whole pizzas for ourselves. 
   The year went by in a flash- and 
soon I was celebrating the begin-
ning of my last summer vacation with 
hikes and mini Oregon road trips. I 
felt the chilling water of Abiqua falls, 
witnessed the sapphire colored Blue 
Pool, and crawled through caves filled 
with Stalagmites and stalactites.   
Like most students, I dreaded going 
back to school that year but I was also 
excited to get it over with and move 
on to college. I lowered the amount 
of advanced classes I had, gave myself 
more free time to pursue my art ca-
reer, and started working at my first 
job.
   I took the steps this year to make 
sure the things I wanted to happen 
happened. I wrote out my goals, the 
steps to take in order to get there, and 
worked them into my daily life. And 
the results are blatantly obvious..
   This past year I have grown into a 
whole different person. I have a self 
confidence that reflects in everything 
I do and say. I have the motivation 
and self discipline to achieve my 
goals. I have the want, the need to be 
a better person every day. I explored 
more mediums of art, got a job where 
I can only move up in, and continued 
to challenge myself in my education. 
  Moving place to place taught me 
that I had little control over many as-
pects of my life, but I still had control 
of myself and who I am as a person. 
My living situation, my environment 
doesn’t determine me. These past four 
years have not been stationary- and 
I think that as a result I am a better 
person. 

By Allie Benton
Columnist

the changes in 
my life

See ya later

   I’ve been trying to figure out what to 
write about for a couple of weeks now; 
every time I started to write about this 
senior goodbye, I kept missing a big 
piece of my life in each rough draft. I 
kept forgetting to include how big the 
Boys and Girls Club was for me; this 
was place basically my second home. 
I was a member since the second 
grade, so for 11 years. I’ve been able 
to learn more about life there then I 
ever did at school (no offense to any 
teachers), but my years spent there 
taught me more than school will ever 
do. 
   I spent so much of time at there 
because I grew up without a dad in 
my life; I never had that male role 
figure in my life at home, but I got 
that at the club. This was the place I 
got everything I needed. I kept going 
back to this place because it gave me 
the chance to get something I never 
thought I would be able to get.
   My favorite memories come from 
being apart of the Boys and Girls 
Club. The one thing I’ll never forget 
is when I was in the 7th grade: I went 
on a field trip called Passport to Man-
hood. It was for middle schoolers to 
learn about becoming a man. There 
were 10 of us who went; we attended 
a Blazer game and we all thought it 

would be a regular basketball game, 
but we all were wrong. At halftime, 
we all went down to the court and 
watch the players walk to the locker 
room and we thought that was just 
going to be it. Nope, not at all. After 
we saw the players walk off the court, 
we all got to sit on their bench and 
stand at center court in front of ev-
eryone during halftime. Now at this 
point I’m thinking nothing can top 
this because I got to sit on the bench, 
stand at center court, and high five 
all the players coming onto the court. 
Well here comes the last and final sur-
prise, after the game we were told to 
go down to the court and we thought 
nothing of it because we’ve been hav-
ing our minds blown all night, we got 
to shoot around with the game ball on 
the court. 
   The club was like my second home, 
and that couldn’t of been more true. 
At home I never had anything that 
would entertain me, so I went to the 
club. I knew that if I didn’t have any-
thing to do at my house or anywhere 
else to go, I would most likely would 
turn into everyone else here from Al-
bany. My family has a history of mak-
ing terrible decisions which ruined 
their lives. It is so easy to fall into a 
habit no matter what it is and I knew 
that if I fell into the history of bad de-
cision making I would never be able 
to come out of it. 
   Every since I started going to the 
club it feels like I still spend most of 
my time there. I’m there more than 
ever because of athletics. Now I’m a 
basketball coach in the winter time 
for a middle school team and I’ve 
been coaching for about two years 
now. I also referee for little kids bas-
ketball. 
   I notice how much the Boys and 
Girls Club did for me. I can’t thank 
those people enough for helping me 
be who I am. Everything about me 
was shaped by the Boys and Girls 
Club and I couldn’t be happier about 
it. 

By Logan Thomas
Reporter

Congrats!

Class of 
2018, You 
Made It!
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Departing from SAHS’s band department, though not retiring, 
band director for both SAHS and Calapooia Middle School, 
Isaac Andrew.

For the love 
of music

Andrew’s final note

From school talent shows, to putting up a live show in the community, 
Savannah Partridge, 12, shares her love for making music, and the #metoo
campaign she started this year.

By Ramon Hernandez
Editor-in-Chief

Continue Reading on Page 11: 
For the Love of Music

   Sitting in her room, holding her 
guitar, she introduces a new song 
she wrote after watching the movie 
If I Stay. Coincidently, she names 
her song the same as the title of the 
book and movie, explaining how she 
saw the movie late at night and wrote 
the song in ten minutes. After she 
finishes recommending the book and 
movie, she begins to string her gui-
tar, creating the rhythm to her new 
song. To her YouTube viewers she is 
known as Savvy, but to students and 
staff at South Albany High School, 
she is recognized as senior, Savannah 
Partridge.
   “My music derives from the things 
I feel, the things I experience, and 
the things I observe in life, especially 
when watching films,” revealed Par-
tridge. 
   Though she primarily uses her 
guitar, she said the type of song de-
termines which instrument she will 
use. She explained that when writing 
something upbeat, such as her song If 
I Stay, she uses her guitar, but when 
writing something sentimental and 
slow, she uses her piano.
   She remembers when she was sev-
en years old and would go to dinner 
with her mom and sing karaoke at the 
now-closed Pizza King. 
   “Music has been an ongoing part 
of my life ever since I was little,” said 
Partridge. “My love for it mimics my 
mom’s love for it, as well as my dad’s.” 
   Partridge said she inherited the love 
for singing and playing the piano, as 
well as for country music, from her 
mom. As for her love for pop, EDM, 
and rock/heavy metal music, she said 
she got that from her dad, who hap-
pens to have a history with DJing.
   “I have been creating music since I 
was about 12 years old. I’ve played the 
piano since I was very young, and I’ve 
played guitar since I was 13,” stated 
Partridge. 
   In school, she exercised her musi-
cal talent through being part of choir 
since her freshman year, until she 
recently departed from the class at 
the end of first semester of this year. 
Partridge said she deeply enjoyed that 
part of her musically oriented life, but 
found that it was not the place for her 
anymore due to personal reasons. 
   Though she is no longer part of the 
class, she stated, “That doesn’t change 
my love for it.”
   For students who participate in a 
sport, play a musical instrument, or 
take part in a school play, practic-
ing their ability is important. For 
Partridge, however, she practices her 
guitar every other week once or twice 
during the school season. 
   “It’s sometimes difficult to find time 
or have the motivation to pick up my 
guitar and just play. But frequently 

through the week, I sing to myself, 
trying out different songs with my 
voice,” said Partridge.
   When Partridge is ready to perform 
her music to a live audience, she de-
scribed getting a sort of exhilaration. 
   “Every time I get the chance to 
play a gig, or just play for students at 
school, I always get nerves right be-
fore. I always want to do my best, and 
sometimes it’s a struggle,” she said. 
   When Partridge plays for people 
she does not know, it is not as scary. 
“It’s even more nerve-wracking seem-
ing how I  know the people there. 
I’m always afraid of getting negative 
criticism; I feel like you’re much more 
susceptible to that in school than in 
the community,” she commented.
   That however, does not stop her 
from performing at SAHS, partaking 
in the school’s talent show for both 
her freshman and sophomore years 
(during her junior year, the talent 
show was canceled due to snow day 
closure), and performing live for stu-
dents in the morning in front of the 
Red Zone Cafe from December to 
March during last year’s school year.
   “I very much prefer performing 
for large groups of people, as well as 
using the internet,” stated Partridge 
regarding what kind of audience she 
prefers. 
   “Being able to share my music on 
the internet allows for a wider com-
munity of listeners, as well as feed-
back from those who watch,” she 
added. 
   She’s since moved from playing for 
school events to getting live gigs in 
the community, her first one being at 
Calapooia Brewing Company in Al-
bany, OR. 
   “I don’t play gigs all that often since 
they take planning, and owners of 
places I request to play at likely have 
other local artists to schedule already. 
I got this opportunity by contacting 
the owner and asking if they needed 
any musicians to play,” said Partridge. 
    She sent the owner recordings from 
her YouTube channel and after re-
view, she was scheduled to perform. 
Her most recent gig taking place on 
April 26th at CB Co.
   In regards to creating a profession 
out of her musical talent, Partridge 
said she would love to be a profes-
sional songwriter if becoming a pro-
fessional singer does not work out for 
her. She would also like to become a 
professional writer through her po-
etry and her blog (savvypartridge.
wixsite.com/savvymusicblogger). 
   “With my poetry, I’m working to get 
myself out there by attending open 
mic nights, such as the Art of Expres-
sion [which recently started, with the 
support of Partridge],” she explained. 

By Daisy Hooley
Reporter

   Isaac Andrew has taught school 
bands for twelve years, for ten of 
those years he has been teaching at 
two schools at the same time: South 
Albany High School and Calapooia 
Middle School; this year is his last 
year doing that. Andrew plans to con-
tinue to teach tuba and euphonium 
at Oregon State University, as well as 
teach private instrument lessons year 
round instead of just in the summer. 
   Andrew will also perform in Chin-

timini Brass which is his brass quintet 
and serve on the Worship Team at 
North Albany Community Church. 
After June 15th, Andrew plans to 
manage the North Albany Wellness 
Center which is a multi-clinic expan-
sion of his wife’s, Jessica’s, counseling 
practice. Andrew and his wife are ex-
panding New Hope Counseling of Al-
bany into the North Albany Wellness 
Center, they are hoping to open their 
doors on June 4th.  
   Andrew’s own band directors in 
middle school and high school were 
influential in his choice to pursue 

music as a career in the first place. In 
high school, Andrew got to be a drum 
major for two years and received a lot 
of conducting and teaching experi-
ence in doing so. 
   “They really supported me and 
pushed me to learn new things and 
try new things,” Andrew said.
   According to Andrew, teaching 
band at two different schools is very 
difficult because of having two sets 
of bosses and rules as well as having 
to manage two different grade levels 
of students. He also said keeping two 
classrooms of instruments and music 
organized and clean can be exhaust-
ing. He said one of the biggest chal-
lenges of teaching at both schools is 
the difference in energy the two grade 
levels have. Middle schoolers have 
a lot more energy in the afternoon 
than high schoolers do, which made 
it harder for Andrew to have focused 
rehearsals. 
       Working at two schools for ten 
years, influenced Andrew’s decision 
to leave SAHS; he felt this did not 
help or improve either band pro-
grams. He then knew it was time to 
do something different. 
   “Trying to run two band programs 
at different locations always had me 
feeling like I was just keeping things 
afloat and never substationaly mov-
ing the programs forward. I could 
never spend enough time with either 
group of students to do either pro-
gram justice, and that was extremely 
frustrating,” Andrew said.

Continue Reading on Page 11: 
Andrew’s Final Note

Before prom court was arranged, the leadership class brainstormed ideas of how this year’s prom would be like. 
The prom court for 2018 files up after the prom coronation assembly on April 27th. 
Senior prom princes include, as pictured: Jake Costello, Bishop Burns, Alex King, Collin McCoy, Kerry Tappana, 
Isaac Southwick, Cael Matta, and Austin Mendoza. 
Senior prom princesses include, as pictured: MaKayla Kyle, Keya Guyette, Alexia Anaya, Erin Tracy, Kiera 
Garner, Emileigh Wuerst, Bronte Mitchell and Bari Walter. 

the work behind prom

By Meredith Sprinkle
Reporter

   As anyone could imagine, planning 
prom is a big deal and takes a lot of 
time and effort. The leadership class 
is in charge of planning prom each 
year, specifically this year juniors Tay-
lor Lewis, Emily Rowe and Addison 
Peterson, led the project. This year, it 
was a masquerade themed, “Unlock 
the Night,” and took them almost all 
year to determine the theme.
   Lewis and Rowe shared the pro-
cess of their plan, “We have to realize 
that we can't please everyone, but we 
definitely can try our best. We began 
planning in October, took a break and 
went in full swing during January.”
   Rowe shared some other ideas they 
had for prom. “We thought about do-
ing an enchanted forest theme or a 
garden themed. Which would have 

included rustic decor, wood pieces 
and branches to create an outdoor 
look.”
   Apart from taking a lot of planning, 
it costs quite a bit of money. Leader-
ship advisor, Andy Winn said, “Just 
between the DJ and the location we 
were looking at $3500-4000. Just for 
those things which wasn't including 
food or decorations.” Pre-sale tickets 
for prom cost $15 and $20 at the door.
   Next year's junior class officers are 
taking on a big role; Ian Todd, who is 
next years junior class president, will 
have the role of planning prom and 
will also get help from other juniors 
in the leadership class. 
   Winn gave them this advice, “Talk 
to the previous planners as well, don't 
wait till last minute to plan. Also ask 
your classmates for input of what they 
would like it to be like.”
   Todd explained how he feels about 
being his class president. “I am super 
pumped about this opportunity. For 

prom, I will make sure everyone has 
a say in the process so I can make as 
many people possible satisfied.”
   Rowe and Lewis agreed, don't be 
afraid to ask for help and get other 
people's opinions. Plan early and get 
opinions before and after the event.
   To make next year's prom success-
ful, Winn suggested, “Don't let prom 
loose significance; prom is unique. 
Every dance is important and fun, but 
prom is most people's favorite so just 
don't let it loose the significance that 
it’s built up.”
   Rowe included, “I realize that some 
underclassmen think it's unfair that 
they can't attend, but it's something 
that as you get older you will look for-
ward to; their time will come.”
   Lewis also gave suggestions for 
Todd, “Have time management, get 
clear directions and don't be afraid to 
ask questions and get help. This year 
came together well, but there is al-
ways little things we could have fixed.” 
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Seniors Kerry Tappana and Bari Walter walk down the aisle after 
being crowed king and queen. 

By Evelyn Hersha 
Reporter

By Samantha Chavarria 
Page Editor

Chad Angel, dean of students, hands Ryan Butler, 12, and Cael Matta, 12 
their perfect attendance plaque during the annual spring awards assembly. 

King & Queen 
for the night 

   High school has one junior/senior 
prom per year. At said prom, there is 
usually the time old tradition of vot-
ing in a prom king and queen, South 
Albany High School, however, has 
voting take place before the night 
of the prom, as well as having the 
king and queen coronated. This year, 
SAHS almost did not have the prom 
court as voting among the senior 
class was not very active, through the 
school’s online voting system. 
   Thankfully, there was enough voting 
done to have a full prom court, and 
beautiful coronation ceremony dur-
ing the school’s annual coronation as-
sembly. This year’s senior prom court 
included, MaKayla Kyle, Jake Costel-
lo, Keya Guyette, Bishop Burns, Alex-
ia Anaya, Alex King,  MaKayla Kyle,  
Erin Tracy, Collin McCoy, Kiera Gar-
ner, Kerry Tappana, Emileigh Wuerst, 
Isaac Southwick, Bronte Mitchell, 
Cael Matta, Bari, Walter and Aus-
tin Mendoza. During the ceremony, 
princes and princess’ walked along 
the gym floor in pairs, got to pose in 
unique ways and then sat on a small 
stage and wait for the king and queen 
to be crowned.
   After all the court walked down the 
stage, principal Brent Belveal and his 
wife Candy Belveal gave their walk 
and coronated the king and queen. 
In the end, Tappana and Walter were 
named as this year's prom king and 
queen. 
   While most would be very excited 
to become the prom king or queen, it 
is no surprise that Tappana and Wal-
ter both enjoyed just being on prom 
court in itself.
   “I felt excited because I didn't think 
I would be nominated. My mom was 
on prom court when she was a senior 
so it was special,” says Walter. 
   “I was excited just knowing people 
voted for me,” said Tappana. “I think 
my parents were more excited than 
me.” 

   However, Tappana also felt a bit of 
stage fright as he was given the crown 
at coronation.
   “I was kind of nervous to walk in 
front of everyone,” Tappana shared. 
“[Since] I kind of didn't want to be in 
it [coronation], but it wasn't too bad.”
   While being prom king and queen 
was very exciting for Tappana and 
Walter, it makes one wonder whether 
or not it actually made prom any dif-
ferent. 
   It's a common tradition to get din-
ner or hang out before/ after a prom 
as they happen late at night. For Tap-
pana and Walter, this part seemed just 
like their last prom. 
   “Before prom me and my boyfriend 
went to Red Robin and took pictures,” 
said Walter. “Afterwards we ate at 
Buffalo Wild Wings and my friend 
Emileigh [Wuerst] spent the night.”
   “I think being prom king made it 
a little different because people came 
up and said congrats to me,” said Tap-
pana regarding his prom night. “It 
really wasn't that different other than 
that.”
   Walter agreed to the fact that it was 
not very different being prom royalty. 
   “I think more people looked at me 
because I was wearing this kinda big 
tiara, but I still had lots of fun with 
my friends and boyfriend [Mendo-
za],” Walter stated.
   Tappana, however did not take the 
crown to prom. 
   “I took it for pictures and stuff,” he 
said, but chose to not wear it during 
prom night. “I just kind of didn’t want 
to bring very much attention to my-
self. I don’t think I would have been as 
comfortable during the dance if I had 
been wearing it.”
   Being prom king and queen was 
definitely a memorable event for Wal-
ter and Tappana and something they 
will never forget. They are both keep-
ing their crowns as a memorabilia of 
their senior year. Though it is a spe-
cial and memorable night for all, the 
whole experience for the prom King 
and Queen of 2018 was enthralling 
and wonderful.

prom 2018:

does avid help?

By Amanjot Sidhu
Reporter

   AVID, an acronym for Advancement 
Via Individual Determination, is a 
program for students with high aca-
demic potential. The elective provides 
professional learning for educators to 
improve college readiness for all stu-
dents, especially those who are tradi-
tionally underrepresented in higher 
education and first generation college 
students. Through the four year com-
mitment a student makes when they 
join the program, they gain valuable 
college and career skills. During the 
senior year of an AVID student, they 
are required to apply for colleges and 
fill out scholarship applications.
   There are many students who are 
unable to go to their dream colleges 
because of many reasons. 
   “Some of the obstacles that students 
may face include not having enough 
funds to attend their college, meeting 
the requirements to attend the col-
lege (GPA, classes taken during high 
school, etc.), and having parental sup-
port,” said Amanda GaVette, AVID 
site coordinator and elective teacher. 
GaVette said that she was herself a 
first generation college student.
   Not only does AVID provide aca-
demic help for its students, but it also 

creates a sense a belonging for every 
student, as the group of students stay 
together throughout the years of their 
academic journey. 
   Students learn to undertake and ap-
proach challenging problems through 
notes and tutorials. They are taught 
how to explicitly take notes, using 
Cornell Notes, so that they can do 
well in their classes. AVID offers a 
variety of classroom activities, lesson 
plans, professional learning videos 
and timely articles that are relevant to 
students.
   “I like to be in AVID because it gives 
me a lot of information for college as 
a first-generation college student. It 
also keeps me really organized,” said 
Ray Wilson, senior.
   AVID is a one hour elective where 
students can figure out the right path 
for college. Students are required to 
do a certain number of notes, which 
varies for different grade levels, with 
clear highlighting, underlining and 
reflecting so that they are helpful to 
the student. The notes are checked by 
the teacher for an assignment grade.
   Many AVID seniors at South Albany 
High School applied for scholarships 
and earned a decent amount. 
   “We have rasied over one million 
dollars between both AVID classes 
in scholarships. The students have 
worked really hard to achieve it,” said 
GaVette. “The students have much 
more access to information than be-

fore. With the introduction and now 
integration of the internet and tech-
nology into the classroom, students 
and teachers have access to differ-
ent experiences than we did even 10 
years ago,” added GaVette regarding 
the addition to the Chromebooks to 
her class.
   “Like other AVID seniors, I joined 
AVID in my sophomore year because 
they did not have it, when I was a 
freshman. But I am glad it was avail-
able, while I was here,” stated Wilson. 
   “I think the AVID seniors have 
come a long way. They have worked 
really hard throughout high school,” 
said Claire Smith, counselor. “Not 
only the students, but I think AVID 
teachers are also very great. They are 
really patient with their students. 
They care for them as if they are their 
own children,” commented Smith.
   “My AVID teacher, Mrs. Newton, is 
really caring. She is always checking 
my grades and making sure I am on 
top of things. That is why AVID is dif-
ferent than other classes. You are real-
ly close to the teacher,” added Wilson.
  Apart from notes and tutorials, 
AVID students also have field trips to 
different colleges, which enable them 
to have a campus tour and experience 
what college life is like.    
  “Try your hardest and move forward 
with gratitude and kindness. I think if 
you want to find happiness, try find-
ing gratitude first,” remarked Smith. 

Denee Newton (left) and Amanda GaVette (right) stand with both their AVID classes, which will be graduating 
this year with their #acceptedtocollege shirts. 

it is cool to be in school

   With a bright smile on their face, 
South Albany High School’s savvy se-
niors, Cael Matta and Ryan Butler, are 
amongst one of the only students in 
the 2018 class to be at school regular-
ly. Rain or shine, they make it a prior-
ity to quite literally walk the halls of 
SAHS’s campus every single day. 

   Schools everywhere get the oppor-
tunity to recognize those same stu-
dents who achieve 100% attendance, 
usually with an award towards the 
end of the year. While others argue 
that this award is somewhat unreal-
istic considering it is normal to in-
evitably get sick once in a great while. 
However awards or recognition can 
simply help drive students like Matta 
and Butler to achieve what to some 
seems like the impossible. Or as Mat-

ta claims it to be, simply an accident. 
   “I didn’t really plan on getting per-
fect attendance until I realized I did 
freshman and sophomore year,” Mat-
ta stated.
   For all four years of his high school 
career, Matta incoherently made it a 
decision to work towards having per-
fect attendance. He started with his 
freshman and sophomore year as no 
days unattended, and then he decided 
to continue obtaining the perfect at-
tendance honor. Now as seniors, they 
have the chance to be recognized at 
the annual Spring Awards Assembly 
that landed on May 18th for the 2017-
18 school year.
   Matta added, “I don’t skip class, and 
whenever I don’t feel great it’s not bad 
enough to not to go to class. I was able 
to maintain the perfect attendance by 
simply showing up every day.”
   Statistically one in seven students in 
the U.S. miss nearly a month of school 
each year while researchers show that 
students who have exceptional atten-
dance improve their academic pros-
pects, and achieve better grades in 
school. Cael Matta himself holds a 4.0 
GPA and only proves this fact to be 
correct through hard work, determi-
nation, and punctuality. While Butler 
holds a strong 3.6 GPA and continues 
to work every day to achieve nothing 
but great success his academics. 
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Who Does The Face Belong To?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Andy
Winn

Amanda
Miles

Kaylee
Roderick

Suzanne 
Jones

Hans
Schneiter

Brian
Hilkey

Nate
Muñoz

Hillary
Mehlhoff

Bryce 
Bennett

A B C D E F G H I

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

A=6, B=7, C=9, D=5, E=1, F=3, G=2, H=4, I=8

Answers:


Match the staff member’s face 

to their throwback picture.
?
?

   “I am headed to Philomath School 
District to be the AVID District Coor-
dinator and continue as head coach of 
the VB program there,” Newton said. 
   Newton’s final goodbye was one that 
fills to the heartstrings. “It is definitely 
with a heavy heart that I leave South,” 
she says “My first year as a teacher was 
here. I have my colleagues to thank 
for mentoring me and inspiring me 
to serve students in the way we do.”
   Last but certainly not least is South 
Albany's very own wood and elec-
tronics teacher Chava Neuhaus. Af-
ter working with the school for 12 
years, Neuhaus has decided it's time 
for her to take the time and relax 
with her own hobbies and interests.
   “I'll be building more wooden 
boats (I love boats!)” said Neuhaus. 
“Hiking the Wallowa Mountains 
from end to end with the love of 
my life, Jack, swimming in moun-

tain lakes, becoming fluent in Span-
ish and gardening up a storm.” 
   Neuhaus’ favorite thing 
about SAHS is the community.
   “South Albany folks don’t leave 
South Albany folks out in the cold. 
We take care of each other,” she said. 
“I also love the grit and determina-
tion of our students; that our stu-
dents are willing to reach into the 
unknown to try new experiences.”
   Neuhaus’ sweet care for the 
school and the students all 
ends with her hopeful goodbye. 
   “I have been able to have my 
dream job: surrounded by tools (I 
love tools!), guiding students to cre-
ate projects that they are proud of 
and that will last for generations 
in their families!” said Neuhaus.
   Yes, Belveal leaving is a big deal, 
but these wonderful staff members 
also deserve a goodbye from the 
school as well. So this is it, the final 
sayonara to those who have cared for 
the students  as a career, and hope-
fully, they loved every second of it. 

class of 2018: Valedictorian
GPA (Weighted): 4.266

Amount of AP Classes Taken: 8

Most Challenging Course Taken: 
AP Chemistry

Activities Involved In: Key Club

   Students of the choir look forward 
to this trip as it is a fun experience 
where they can bond with each other 
and grow musically. 
   This year will be Spencer’s first time 
going on the trip and feels it is like her 

their voice is the limit 
(Con.)

Continued from Page 2: 
Their Voice Is The Limit

 What does it mean to hold the cov-
eted title of Valedictorian? Senior 
Brayden Wigle has been designated 
South Albany High School’s valedic-
torian for the class of 2018. Through-
out the difficult academics and over-
all high school pressure, Wigle has 
become the number one student in 
his class. He has his own thoughts on 
what it takes to receive this honorable 
position, as well as his personal jour-
ney on the path in becoming the 2018 
valedictorian.
   “It’s exciting to be named Val, it’s a 
high honor,” Wigle described his re-
action to being named. 
   Although Wigle has always been on 
an advanced track, it did not become 
evident to him until last year that he 
was the top of his class.
   “I found out early second semester 
junior year that I was alone in that top 
spot, and then I felt like I had to try to 
keep that since I had a real chance,” 
Wigle depicted the added pressure of 
becoming valedictorian. 
    As many AP students can attest 
to, much of this pressure is created 
through the AP classes they take.
   All top honor students are familiar 

By Faith DeVyldere
Reporter

with AP classes. While these classes 
have more of a positive impact on 
one’s weighted GPA, they are also 
considerably more laborious and 
time consuming. During the entirety 
of his high school career, Wigle has 
taken eight AP classes, the hardest 
class out of these in his opinion being 
AP Chemistry.
   “I think it was the combination of it 
being [Capi] Marceau’s first year, try-
ing to adjust to her teaching style as 
opposed to normal Chem with [Ni-
cole] Duncan, and the difficulty of the 
course material that made the class 
somewhat chaotic,” voiced Wigle. 
   He also stated the most interesting 
AP course to him was AP Biology.
   Wigle will be attending the Univer-
sity of Arizona in the fall, specializing 
in some form of engineering. Wigle’s 
scholarships include $750 from the 
Albany Fire Department, $6,000 
from FAFSA, and one from U of A 
for $35,000 each year. His goal after 
college is to find an engineering job 
close to home.
  Becoming one of the best and bright-
est in any area takes a combination 
of both motivation and inspiration. 
Wigle draws his motivation from 
himself, as well as from girlfriend 
Emaley Reeser, senior, and friend 

Nick Mcbee, senior. For inspiration, 
Wigle turns to world renowned sci-
entists Neil DeGrasse Tyson and Bill 
Nye.
   “I love how they bring science into 
the mainstream in a way that every-
one can understand. They are enter-
taining and funny, even if the humor 
is excessively corny, that's part of the 
charm. Besides, corny humor is the 
best,” affirmed Wigle. Taking time in 
and out of school to excel, Wigle also 
had many times where academics 
were prioritized in order to achieve 
an ‘A.’
  “I sacrificed a lot of hours of my 
life to school and schoolwork. Doing 
other things would have to be can-
celled because of school work. A lot 
of my life has had to revolve around 
my school work,” Wigle confessed. 
He also claims looking towards the 
future to be a source of his success.
   “I don't settle for instant gratifica-
tion, I don't live only for the moment. 
I try to shape my life now for the fu-
ture,” he said.
    Wigle also provided advice on how 
to better succeed in the classroom.
   “Just do all the work you are as-
signed, and take as many AP classes 
as possible. Try to have a positive atti-
tude, and be friendly with your teach-
ers. [It] makes the whole class easier,” 
he commented.
   As the school year comes to an end, 
Wigle is faced with the task of creat-
ing the valedictorian commencement 
speech. To Wigle, this is a challenge.
   “I'm terrified about my speech. I'm 
not a good public speaker, so hav-
ing to speak is terrifying,” he relin-
quished.
   Wigle earned his position through 
perseverance, commitment and an 
abundance of motivation. And al-
though academics can be difficult to 
navigate, remember this: even the 
valedictorian is ready to be done with 
high school.

final send off being a senior as it is the 
last concert they do and going to Dis-
neyland will be a new experience for 
both of them.
   Emily Haile, junior, has been par-
ticipating in choir since her freshman 
year and has sung with many of the 
seniors all the way through. 
   “I will miss the seniors so much! 
They’re always there and ready to 
give advice. They’re really funny and 

encouraging and always help us to 
give our best. I’m really sad they’ll be 
gone!” said Haile about the seniors 
of South Albany High School’s choir 
group.
   DeYoung also has said, “Seniors 
know the expectations of being in an 
ensemble they help to guide everyone 
else as we go through the year they 
are essential to the process of growing 
into an excellent ensemble!”

sahs retires the rebel 
introduces the ..... (con.)

Continued from Page 1: 
SAHS Retires The Rebel 

Introduces The .....
   After deciding on the change, a 
search for a new mascot began. Stu-
dents of SAHS would be involved in 
that process. 
   On May 9th 2018, students at South 
Albany High School voted for a mas-
cot. Their options were nominated by 
the students  the week before. Op-
tions were originally NightHawks 
that's has been changed, Wildcats, 
Wolves, Lions, and Raptors. After 
investigation of the Nighthawks haa 
been found to be related to the KKK. 
After this founding the school board 
gave three options to replace Night-

hawks. These options were Hawks, 
RedHawks, or Falcons.The new mas-
cot will be revealed in a assembly dur-
ing the week of  May 28th 2018. On 
May 23rd the mascot was voted for by 
student body. 
   According to Nate Muñoz, the prin-
cipal for next year, revealed how the 
school community would find out to-
wards the end of May about the final 
decision. 
   Tonya Everest, acting superinten-
dent, in a regular school board meet-
ing on May 14th kicked off the do-
nation campaign for SAHS’s mascot 
change, with the money she would 
be making from the difference in pay 
when she became acting superinten-
dent.

Images reprinted with permission by the staff members. 
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   Alongside the music she creates 
and covers on her YouTube channel, 
Savvy Music, she reads her poems out 
loud. 
   “My poetry surrounds subjects such 
as love, heartbreak, mental illness, 
feminism, and other things that in-
spire me in my day-to-day life,” said 
Partridge.
   At the beginning of the year, Par-
tridge introduced the #metoo (based 
on the nationwide movement with 
sexual harassment in the entertain-
ment industry) campaign in the re-
sult of victims coming forward and 
sharing their stories regarding sexual 
misconduct, and to start conversions 
regarding sexual harassment, all 
while creating a safe environment for 

students. 
   “I was inspired to start the #metoo 
Campaign at SAHS in order to bring 
students who are survivors of sexual 
harassment/assault into a support-
ive community, and bring them help 
when they need it,” stated Partridge 
who receives support from her par-
ents, her step mom and her friends.
    She also has support from staff on 
campus such as Rose Zoellner, Hill-
ary Mehlhoff and her counselor Jill 
Baker. “Zoellner and Baker have 

helped me with my campaign, and 
Mehlhoff has helped me use my cam-
paign in competition as part of our 
FCCLA group,” she mentioned.
   Since introducing her campaign, 
she said most of her poems arise from 
topics within the #metoo. 
   “One of my poems titled I Am Not 
An Object contains one of my favorite 
lines I’ve written. ‘Your lewd behavior 
will not strike me down in fear of my 
own femininity.’” The poem, among 
others, is one she reads out loud on 
her YouTube channel. In her poem 
she mentions a #metoo experience 
and the anxiety that came out of it. 
Though Partridge does not reveal in 
the video that the poem is about her, 
she mentions she faces anxiety in real 
life. Due to this, she plans to take a 
year off from school and focus on her 
mental health and well being.
   While she knows that she wants to 
pursue her dream in writing, she is 
not yet sure what she wants to do as 
a long-term career. Partridge plans 
to return to school when she makes a 
decision. Currently, she is interested 
in Chemeketa Community, Linn-
Benton Community College or West-
ern Oregon University.
   With her music, she said that she 
gets inspiration from her family, con-
sidering the fact that they are musi-
cians. She looks up to artist such as: 

Halsey, Hozier, Hunter Hayes, Billie 
Holiday, and Joni Mitchell; in terms 
of poetry she is inspired by Atticus, 
R.H. Sin, Neil Hilborn, and Olivia 
Gatwood.
   “I’ve been lucky enough to have a 
good group of people I can call fam-
ily. Many of them support me by lis-
tening to my music, and reading my 
work when I seek feedback,” she said. 
Though comparing herself to other 
people is something she admits to 
doing, she reminds herself that her 
music will not be the same as other 
artists and she is her own self. 
   “I have a tendency to believe my 
voice doesn’t sound good, or that my 
music isn’t good,” mentioned Par-
tridge. 
   However, she reminds herself that 
her voice is not like other artists, and 

how she is her own person and artist.
   For Partridge, music has contribut-
ed to her life. She described it as being 
a home for her. “Something I can turn 
to when I need advice and peace from 
the hard times that I’ve been through, 
and will inevitably go through in the 
future," she said.
   Though she does not feel as though 
she needs to be remembered in any 
way, she does hope the #metoo cam-
paign is continued at SAHS. For as-
piring artists, she suggested they find 
their niche, try new things and grow 
as an artist.
   “I hope I can I inspire the younger 
students at our school to follow their 
own dreams, to know that they are 
more than capable to make a differ-
ence and chase their hopes,” conclud-
ed Partridge.

Continued from Page 8: 
For the Love of Music
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One of my poems titled I Am Not An 
Object contains one of my favorite 

lines I’ve written. ‘Your lewd 
behavior will not strike me down in 

fear of my own femininity.’

   “We feel proud of him and I like to 
talk about it. It’s kind of cool to be able 
to say that my dad is the principal,” 
said Taylor Lewis, junior, Muñoz’s 
daughter. Although she said it is cool 
that he will be a principal, she also 
mentioned that there is a little more 
stress at home, because he is busy try-
ing to get used to the big transition. 
   Should SAHS, with its students and 
staff, expect big changes in the near 
future? Muñoz replied, "Next year, 
no. Especially in terms of how we 
treat students and staff, and the cul-
ture of our school. I'm just going to be 
evaluating things, to get a better idea 
on how to make South Albany more 

efficient." 
   He does, however, mention that, 
"The one main difference you may 
see, is an increase in South Albany 
Pride. You will see more things like 
the banners on the lights and graph-
ics on the windows. We want it to 
feel like a small College in terms of 
[knowing] where you are as soon as 
you step foot on our campus."
   Muñoz had a specific message to 
share with SAHS, "I know that some-
times people don't feel like they de-
serve what they have in life and that 
it's only a matter of time before some-
thing screws it up. People may not re-
alize, but I fight that every day, and if 
somehow I can get kids to realize that 
hey, I'm here with you. And I will al-
ways give you my 100%. Then we can 
always find a way to work through it."

Marking the beginning  
Of a legacy (con.)

 frustrating,” Andrew said.
   Andrew is very satisfied to say 
SAHS administration has decided to 
hire a full-time band director for next 
year, who will be here both before and 
after school and will be able to fully 
focus on building the band program 
here at SAHS. Andrew has loved be-
ing able to help the students develop 
new skills and talents.
   “It is a blast to conduct a group of 
fun students while they play well per-
formed music in concert,” Andrew 
said about his students. 
   Soon the process of selecting a 
drum major and section leaders for 
next year will come into play in the 
band class. This will encourage the 
students to be ready to help whoever 
inherits the role of SAHS band direc-
tor. Advice Andrew would give to his 

students to prepare for this transition 
is to, “be open to new styles of teach-
ing and new music making and teach-
ing philosophies, whoever your next 
director is, be fully supportive and 
helpful as they get used to their new 
position.” 
    “I am super excited that next years 
band director is going to be full time 
at South!” Andrew said.
  Advice Andrew has given to his 
band students is to continue playing 
after high school because of the great 
experience and opportunities they 
can receive by doing so.
   “You can make music your whole 
life,” Andrew said.
  Andrew has always tried hard at 
SAHS to make each band student feel 
equal, even when he knew some of 
them longer because of teaching them 
since they were at CMS. Some gradu-
ates Andrew has taught have gone to 
pursue music after high school. Colin 
Meyer, 2014 and Ryan Nafziger, 2017, 

andrew’s last note (con.)
are studying music education and 
production at George Fox University. 
Tad Biggs, 2013, is starting gradu-
ate school in oboe performance next 
year. Cole Smith, 2012, graduated 
from a dramatic arts academy in New 
York and is pursuing an acting career 
there now. 
   A legacy Andrew feels he is leav-
ing behind is because of the way he 
helped  keep the instrumental pro-
grams going at both schools and has 
helped them both gain many new 
instruments through grants, insur-
ance, government surplus and fund 
raising. Something Andrew is espe-
cially proud of is how he was able to 
influence the SAHS administration 
and school district to invest in hiring 
a full time band director for the start 
of next school year. 
   “That is going to be a game changer 
for the instrumental music program 
here at SAHS, it’s a big deal,” Andrew 
said.

Continued from Page 8: 
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class of 2018: salutatorian
GPA (Weighted):  4.23465

Amount of AP Classes Taken: 8

Most Challenging Course Taken:
AP US History 

Activities Involved In: Speech 
and debate, Key Club, SAHS 
cross country and track teams.

   How does one become a South 
Albany High School salutatorian? 
Most would attribute the honorable 
position to a vast amount of deter-
mination and sleep deprivation. 
However, Andrew Nord, the class of 
2018 salutatorian, credits his success 
to academics and simply believing in 
himself.
   “You’ll reach the top if you take 
some risks. Four AP classes in a year 
sounds like a lot, but if you believe in 
your abilities and push yourself it’ll 
really take you closer,” Nord disclosed 
his advice to anyone looking to excel 
in the classroom.
   Concerning AP classes, Nord found 
Advanced Placement United States 
History (APUSH) the hardest he 
took. In his time at SAHS, Nord has 
taken eight AP classes.
   One of the smartest students at 
SAHS, Nord was not always ahead 

of the game. In the first grade, he was 
even placed in the lowest level read-
ing group. Since then, he has pushed 
himself to strive for honors by taking 
a surplus of advanced classes, because 
of his plan to become valedictorian.
   Nord plans to major in political 
science, because he finds the subject 
fascinating, while attending Eastern 
Mennonite University in Virginia. 
This is because of both his scholar-
ships from the school ($2000 per 
year) and his desire to explore outside 
the realm of Albany.
   “I’m excited to leave Albany and this 
high school, not because I dislike Al-
bany, but because the world is much 
bigger than Albany; I want to experi-
ence all of it,” claimed Nord.
   Nord was able to leave the United 
States and live in India during the 
2016-17 school year. He stated his trip 
was a success, although his grades did 
not benefit from the experience.
   “Going to India definitely made 
me a more well rounded person and 
I’m glad I did it, but it didn’t help my 

grades at all. There were a few AP 
classes I took in India that I couldn’t 
have taken at SAHS, but I also got 
my first ‘B’ [AP Calculus],” Nord dis-
closed.
   To add to the intense pressure ap-
plied through academic success, 
Nord is also involved with many 
different extracurricular activities. 
Within SAHS, Nord is a Varsity 
member of cross country team as 
well as track and field, due to his 
claim of “not being coordinated 
enough to play a ball sport.” In addi-
tion, Nord is a member of Key Club 
and the speech and debate team. 
Nord is also actively involved in his 
church, which has awarded him with 
a scholarship of $2000 per year for 
EMU.
   “You’ll succeed academically if 
you’re doing something you enjoy. I 
had a hard time staying engaged in 
sophomore English, and that was the 
closest I came to a ‘B’ [during] my 
sophomore year,” explained Nord, 
current owner of a 4.2465 weighted 
grade point average.
   Regarding the salutatorian speech, 
Nord said the address will be the 
easiest part about having his posi-
tion. However, he declined to release 
any information on the speech con-
tent, resolving to keep it under wraps 
until graduation.
   Achieving scholarly greatness takes 
motivation and the act of pushing 
oneself out of his/her comfort zone. 
It takes finding enjoyment in what 
he/she is working towards. These 
characteristics, matched with believ-
ing in oneself, creates the end result 
of a salutatorian equipped to take on 

By Faith DeVyldere
Reporter



  hen he first walked through 
the campus of South Albany 
High School, the school 
was only eleven years old. 

The buildings were fairly new, bathrooms 
kept clean and in working conditions and 
the Rebel mascot was of prominent theme 
throughout the school.
   At the time, he did not know he would 
work there for most of his career, much 
less as principal. He felt overwhelmed 
and scared, though he was not a student, 
nor a teacher, he was more of a combina-
tion of the two. He began his educational 
career back in 1982 when he took a posi-
tion as a student teacher, but before that, 
Brent Belveal was part of Sweet Home High 
School’s class of 76’, graduating in the top 
10% of his class with a 3.5 GPA.
   While in high school, he played football, 
baseball and wrestled, all while working. 
He also met his wife, Candy Belveal, during 
those years.
   Based on Candy's memory, she remem-
bered meeting him while waiting for a ride 
to a dance at her friend's house. Belveal and 
his friend were picking up Candy and her 
friend, but nothing developed from the en-
counter; she stated how they went separate 
ways when they got to the dance and did 
not think about him after.
   The following summer though, Candy 
was walking down a hill into town. At the 
bottom of the hill, there was a gas station 
where Belveal worked at. She could not help 
but notice Belveal working on something in 
one of the car bays. Curious about what he 
was doing, and already knowing him from 
their small high school, she walked up to 
see what he was doing.
   "[I] discovered that he was attempting to 
put new carpet in his car," stated Candy. 
"Since I had eight years of sewing experi-
ence at that point, I stayed to help." They 
worked on it for the rest of the day, and 
since then have been inseparable.
   “He's quiet, I'm more outspoken. He's 
gentle and wise, I'm quick moving and have 
to think about things more. He's introvert-
ed, and I'm more extroverted," described 
Candy, mentioning how over the years they 
compliment each other's traits while also 
strengthening each other's weaknesses.
   After graduating high school, he attend-
ed Western Oregon University, where he 
played football for a couple years and later 
finishing his bachelor's degree at Oregon 
State University in 1982. When he was in 
college, he worked at a Goodyear tire shop. 
During the nights he worked at a tire re-
capping plant, or at Circle K. He was also 
a horse logger (like a traditional logger, but 
using horses instead to perform the task) 
and a timber faller while running his auto 
detailing business on the side. While at 
OSU, he studied math, business, marketing 
and education. Five years later, he earned 
his master's degree in education during the 
summers.
   It was not until 2010 when Belveal re-
ceived his superintendent license from 
Portland State University, five years after 
receiving his administrator license, also 
from PSU. 
   While SAHS was new at the time, the bad 
economic recession that affected teaching 
positions through 1982-83 lead Belveal to 
look for employment outside of the Albany 
area, leading him to Portland, Oregon. For 
about 18 months, he taught seven different 
classes a day at the Trend Business College 
(now closed). The college focusing more on 
teaching skills to adults that would grant 
them the ability to work in a certain field, a 
form of receiving a certification. His year as 
a teacher for students in their mid 40’s came 
to an end when he accepted a job at Glad-
stone High School (approximately 68 miles 
north from SAHS in Gladstone, Oregon) 
as a business teacher and head wrestling 
coach in 1983. However, he never actually 
took the job.
   “The next day, I interviewed at SAHS and 
was offered a position. Albany was closer 
to family, so we came to Albany instead of 
Gladstone,” said Belveal who at the time, 
had the similar style beard which he sports 
now, but with just more hair on the top of 
his head.
   He was hired as the sixth business teacher 
in the department, working alongside Pam 
Weiler, Faye Bohles, Dottie Merryman, 
June Swedberg and Karen Angel. Within 
the 23 years of teaching at SAHS, he taught 
business law, entrepreneurship, marketing, 
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Candy Belveal and Brent Belveal walk down the aisle during their last prom coronation assembly. 

1983: Brent Belveal joined 
SAHS's business department. 

2010: Brent Belveal re-joined 
SAHS's staff team as principal. 

1976: Brent Belveal graduated 
from Sweet Home High School. 

video production, computer applications 
and computer programming; in addition, 
he coached football, wrestling and a little 
bit of baseball.
   Between the years of 1990 and 2006, 
he was the head wrestling coach for the 
school, until he transferred to West Albany 
High School after accepting a position as 
assistant principal for the next four years. 
Before he took the job as SAHS’s principal, 
he was also WAHS’s athletic director during 
his last year.
   Within the 36 years of being in the Al-
bany community, Belveal has noticed the 
community’s care for its students and the 
support given to his family, having his chil-
dren grow up here and attend SAHS. He ac-

knowledges the teachers, both at SAHS and 
WAHS and their hard work which he sees 
students adopt.
   “Many people overcome so many hurdles, 
they inspire me,” said Belveal. “[It] makes 
my very tiny hurdles seem very insignifi-
cant.”
   Belveal honors how teachers and staff are 
an amazing group of people, saying how 
they are willing to sacrifice their time, re-
sources and support to make the commu-
nity better for its students. When he first 
joined the SAHS staff team, he got involved 
with coaching, clubs chaperoning and 
more, adding how the staff was incredibly 
supportive not only to him but to other new 
staff members.
   Bohles, Angel, Merryman and Weiler 

were the names of staff members he re-
members who taught him the ropes of busi-
ness education. Rob Saxton and LaMont 
Simons were also staff members who no 
longer teach at SAHS, but are in Belveal’s 
recognition.
   “We [Belveal and Saxton] worked to-
gether coaching, created the ‘Rebel Sports 
Foundation’ together and launched huge 
fundraising efforts for the weight room and 
other improvements at SAHS,” described 
Belveal, indicating how Saxton was a coach, 
friend, mentor and peer.
   Like Saxton, Belveal coached alongside 
Simons when Simons was head wrestling 
coach, stating how he had faith in him 
when Belveal did not know anything. 

Within his coaching fraternity, as described 
by Belveal, he mentioned Simons, Bruce 
Glenn, John Horn, Jerry Lane and others 
supported him.
   “I was able to connect with coaches 
who are now in the National Hall of Fame 
(Belveal joining the National Wrestling Hall 
of Fame in 2015),” referred Belveal regard-
ing his coaching fraternity. “They taught me 
a lot about what was important in coaching, 
[such as] character first and growing young 
citizens; winning would take care of itself.”
   Before Belveal became an impactful figure 
in student’s life and role model, he had, and 
still thinks of his coach and teacher, Norm 
Davis. According to Belveal, he taught him 
how to serve and lead, as well as other life 
lessons that he took on and used in his life.

   Names like Patrick Leahy, Katie Gisler, 
Chris VanCauteran, Holly Garrow, Chad 
Angel, Kelle Angel, Deborah Lindsay, 
Lisa Dilbone and Jerry Bennett were ones 
Belveal listed regarding how all these staff 
members were accepting and supportive as 
they grew up together during their teach-
ing career.
   After he returned to SAHS in 2010, he 
stated that staff members Karen Kennedy, 
Julie Foster-Teeter, Robin Chipman, Vickie 
Sparks, Les Sprinkle and Tony Matta were 
a big part of his return. When he was pro-
moted to principal, Belveal had no doubt 
that some staff members questioned his 
ability as principal, thinking, “Really…. He’s 
our principal?” That, however, did not stop 

Belveal from pursuing his mission, which 
was restoring the school’s faith in itself.
   “For the first couple of years, I spent every 
Saturday working with students painting 
the exterior of all buildings,” said Belveal, a 
color which was a dingy white. “[I] was im-
pressed by all of the kids and families that 
came together to work with me.” Along-
side the painting, Belveal added signage on 
campus which identified the buildings.
   "When Mr. Belveal first became the prin-
cipal, my job was to help him express to his 
staff how valuable, important and worthy 
they were," mentioned Candy. "We did 
that in many ways, feeding them at various 
times, [giving them] notes and small gifts 
at appropriate times (Christmas cards and 
more) over eight years. We did the same 

with students. Candy canes at Christmas, 
Easter eggs filled with a positive note from 
the administrative staff, and cookies for 
various events," added Candy, indicating 
how Belveal earned the reputation of sel-
dom saying "no."
   Over the years as a staff member in the 
community in both high schools, Belveal 
could not help but think about the gap be-
tween both SAHS and WAHS. He said they 
are both great schools, as well as different 
schools, each doing what they do incred-
ibly well. Though the separation between 
the school has pondered Belveal, he found 
it interesting how from the beginning when 
Union High School (now known as WAHS) 
split into two schools, there has since been 
a divide between them.
   “As I have investigated the mascot his-
tory, it was intriguing to find that there was 
a very definite goal of creating huge sepa-
ration between the schools, from the very 
start of history, going back before South 
Albany was built,” he mentioned. “There 
was politics from the start that wanted to 
create the separation and that separation 
has grown through our 50-year history as 
a school. As I learn and understand, that’s 
part of my interest in investigating the mas-
cot.”
   Being part of SAHS for decades, Belveal 
considered himself a Rebel, wearing his 
Rebel gear when he traveled. It was not 
until he started receiving eyebrow raises 
when he understood how it was affecting 
other people outside the Albany commu-
nity. There was no intent to cause harm or 
create a negative environment according to 
Belveal, it was just part of the school’s com-
munity. SAHS had the Rebel mascot run 
out during games, band uniforms shadow-
ing the Confederacy and a confederate flag 
hanged in the gym. As the year's progress, 
there was a cry to move away from the con-
troversial image and remove any negative 
image, noting that is has been an issue for 
many years.
   “There was controversy over the mascot 
from the start. It was not what students 
wanted, but it ended up being decided for 
them,” referred Belveal as to how the school 
board at the time had the ultimate decision 
of assigning the mascot. “I have wondered 
if starting to change some of the history, in 
this case by considering the mascot, might 
break some of the chains of bondage to our 
history that could allow for the separation 
of the schools to begin to heal.”
   Belveal knew that if the mascot would 
change, it should happen before he retired 
since he did not feel comfortable leaving 
it to his successor, Nate Muñoz. He began 
the process of investigating the mascot 
which involved deciding whether or not the 
school would keep it or change it before the 
2017/18 school year started.
   “I strongly believe that we could learn 
from each other and both become incred-
ible schools, if we could get past this strange 
and mysterious chasm that exists and in re-
ality, was created way back in history,” sug-
gested Belveal.
   Belveal has had the opportunity to travel 
around the nation to review schools, but 
said that he has not been involved with 
harder working teachers than the ones in 
Albany.
   “They put so much of themselves,” said 
Belveal. “They invest emotionally, physical-
ly and financially to make sure that kids get 
the opportunity for the best education and 
high school experience.” He finds this very 
rare, and something that is taken for grant-
ed. He wants students to be thankful, and to 
know that they have one of the best teachers 
he has seen in the nation. It is a simple task, 
simple like Belveal, as he describes himself, 
indicating how his faith plays a role in his 
life and his retirement decision.
   “My faith is very important to me and 
guides me through my days,” Belveal stated, 
sharing how he refers to the Bible because 
it has examples of Jesus Christ serving and 
caring for others before himself.
   “I have strived to be this kind of servant 
leader. What this means to me is that when 
I see something that needs to be done, I do 
it, I don’t wait for others to take care of it,” 
he commented.
   It was not until recently when Belveal de-
cided he would be retiring based on a con-
versation he had with his wife. 
   “Last January, I believe I heard God tell 
me that it was time to begin the retirement 
process, but I knew my hubby wasn’t ready 
to hear that,” recalled Candy. She prayed for 
several months and made a pact with God, 
asking Him to prepare Belveal’s heart and 
mind so he could hear what she wanted to 
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legacy: Brent Belveal

Brent Belveal accepts the award presented to him indicating all his accomplishments over the years during the 
annual spring awards assembly. 

 Because of the amazing people here, 
we were able to overcome all of the 

hurdles and forge forward. I owe any 
and all success we’ve had as a school 

to the staff and students here ”

“

suggest, as well as tell her when it was the 
right time to tell him. “Several months later, 
I felt the timing was right, so I shared what 
I felt I had heard during my conversations 
with God,” she said. But there was no real 
response until about a month or two later, 
when he initiated more conversation. 
   According to Candy, on the last week of 
June last summer, Belveal decided it was 
time, as Belveal felt that God was direct-
ing him to retire. They both raced to Salem, 
Oregon to turn in the correct paperwork 
before the cut off date. 
     Throughout the years, when it came to 
carrying out proposed ideas, Candy helped 
by shopping for things, putting events to-
gether, cooking, baking and more. “I put 
together the clothes closet [located in the 
counseling center] for our homeless stu-
dents [and] a classroom supply storeroom 
[also located in the counseling center] for 
students in need,” said Candy. Alongside 
Claire Smith, they started the Christmas 
gifts project that occurs during the holi-
days. School was always on the Belveal’s 
mind. If there was a school event, there was 
a good chance they would be the present. 
School, like the students, became a part of 
their life.
   After the school day has ended for the stu-
dents and staff, a distinct cut off or switch is 
made. Some students do their homework, 
study for a test or practice for a sport but 
the transition from school to home is ap-
parent among most. If time is managed cor-
rectly, they have some downtime. Teachers, 
like students, complete any school work 
they may have, and use the remainder of 
the day to perhaps relax with their family, 
do something that interests them or catch 
up on their favorite show both after school 
and during their weekend/breaks. For 
Belveal and most principals, it is something 
that does not necessarily apply.
   “I wish sometimes that I could cut off 
school and home; unfortunately, it just 
doesn’t happen. I’m thinking/ problem-
solving/ considering what to say to some-
one in need, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
I rarely get more than five hours of sleep be-
cause I wake up really early,” stated Belveal, 
mentioning how he wakes up at around 
3:30 a.m. thinking of ideas on how he can 
help someone else. 
   Candy mentioned how Belveal is very 
passionate about what he does, stating how 
he lives, eats, sleeps and breaths that pas-
sion. “When Mr. Belveal would go too long 
without ‘filling up my love tank,’ usually a 
gentle (sometimes aggressive) nudge or 
well-timed conversation would remedy the 
situation,” she said. Candy also acknowl-
edged when it was an appropriate time to 
be compassionate and understanding with 
what Belveal would be going through, such 
as when the fire took the school’s cafeteria. 
   He dedicates a time in the morning and 
evening praying for students and teachers 
who may be going through a tough time. 
“This is part of the reason I feel I have to 
make a change in career. I’ve become a 
stress eater and stress affects me physically 
in weird ways,” he described. “I’ve put on 
weight that’s not healthy, even though I try 
to exercise, eat smart [and more]. The stress 
seems to just grab ahold of every calorie 
and after trying lots of things, I have to find 
a way to not work 24 hours a day.”
   For his wife, Candy notices most of the 
time when he is stress or how his day went 
the moment he walks into the door, or at 
what time he walks in. 
   “He is such as compassionate man and 
loves his kids so very much, that he wears 
his heart on his sleeve and his emotions 
show when you look closely enough,” said 
Candy. She said due to the nature of his job, 
he is unable to disclose some information 
with her and is has to keep it to himself.  
“Sometimes things are just too heavy, too 
emotional, for him to even talk about in 
general terms,” she stated. 
   Belveal mentioned getting over 200 mes-
sages, collectively through emails and 
phone calls, each day, throughout the day. 
He feels the need to respond to them, and 
does, but is not able to attend each and ev-
ery one of them. This, as he described, has 
caused more stress in his life. His day’s look 
the same throughout the year because there 
is no real distinction between work and 
when he has time off. 
  “Many people think administrators have 
the summer off, they do not,” said Candy. 
“They have a couple weeks in July that they 
might take a quick vacation, but things like 
staffing, beginning of school year don’t usu-
ally take a vacation,” she mentioned, adding 
how there is also summer trainings for both 

administrators and teachers.  
   It was Belveal’s plan to retire after 30 years 
of being an educator, but he also had a mis-
sion before coming to SAHS. A mission 
that included restoring the school’s belief, 
an environment in which he at one point 
enjoyed and contributed to. “[I] had to find 
ways to inspire hope in people who lacked 
hope at the time,” he stated.
   He wanted to accomplish this by chang-
ing the school’s ‘get by with the minimum 
effort’ mindset, to a, ‘how much can I get 
out of my school experience.’ “[I] wanted 
to create a “starting line” mentality rather 
than a “finish line” mentality. Graduating 
from high school should be a starting line 
for bigger and better things rather than the 
finish line,” according to Belveal.
   Though he feels that he has accomplished 

this, he had to bear some difficulties, in-
cluding the transition from a teacher and 
coach, to an administrator before SAHS. “It 
was literally painful for me,” he described. 
“Moving to a new school, West Albany, who 
I had only known as a rival was scary. What 
I learned was that if I could bear a little 
short-term pain that there was the oppor-
tunity to experience long-term gain beyond 
my ability to understand.”
   He faced leaving his friends again when 
he left WAHS and became principal eight 
years ago. Mentioning how he learned so 
much from the principal, Susie Orsborne, 
and other friends and colleagues. “That was 
coupled with South Albany not being in 
a good place as a school. Lots of violence, 
little hope and teachers were sort of ‘beaten 
up’ by circumstances at the school,” he re-
called.

   During this time in his life, he relied on 
God and the path he had to take in his 
new job, taking it step by step. During his 
mission, he took the time to invest energy, 
emotion and found ways to build trust with 
the staff, students and community.
   “Because of the amazing people here, we 
were able to overcome all of the hurdles 
and forge forward. I owe any and all suc-
cess we’ve had as a school to the staff and 
students here,” he added.
   “My wife and family have sacrificed so 
very much so that I could chase my dream 
that it’s time to give back, to slow down, 
enjoy my children and spend quality time 
with my grandchildren,” stated Belveal, 
indicating how he has committed 70 to 80 
hours a week to his work and has been dis-
tracted.
   “I owe my family some time and it’s time 

for me to take care of myself physically and 
to find a little slower pace,” commented 
Belveal.
   He mentioned how he is excited for the 
school and the direction it will go while 
Muñoz is the principal.
   Belveal feels confidence with his decision 
to retire.
   “I know it’s time for me to leave because 
the job has become less about kids and 
more about other stuff. I don’t think there 
is anything wrong with change, the Bible 
says that there are ‘seasons in life’ and my 
seasons are changing. As I have seen before, 
while there is pain in the process, believe 
me, it’s painful for me to leave, the long-
term joy in changing seasons is so amazing 
that I’m becoming excited to move to next 
steps,” he shared.

   Belveal loves about 80% of what he does 
every day, mentioned how he and his wife 
agreed to stop when it was not totally fun 
anymore. 
   “The job of a high school principal has 
changed so much over the last five years 
that I find myself spending more and more 
time on the 20% of my job that I don’t like 
and less and less time being engaged with 
students and staff on campus,” he stated   He 
finds it difficult to do the things he enjoys 
about his job, going to school events to 
support students, being in classrooms and 
growing new programs, as it has been taken 
over by meetings and things that were not 
part of his job five years ago.
   “Part of this is my own issue because 
it’s hard for me to say ‘No’ to requests and 
so my advice to Mr. Muñoz has been to 
guard his time and involvement in ‘other 

things,’ so that he can spend his time do-
ing the great part of this job: loving on staff 
and students,” he said. “I know that I have 
limitations and that’s partly why I’m excited 
about South Albany’s next steps. Mr. Muñoz 
doesn’t have some of my limitations. I’m ex-
cited to see SAHS continue to improve un-
der new leadership,” he mentioned.
   As Belveal wraps up his final year at SAHS 
as a principal, he made it clear that he his 
presence would not vanish. He hopes to 
coach wrestling in the winter and plans on 
continuing his support towards the SAHS 
community.
   He mentioned, “It won’t be long before 
my grandchildren will be here and I’m 
excited for them to have a great experi-
ence.” 
   Reflecting back on his life, he mentioned 
how he enjoyed the excitement of pep as-

semblies, the image in his head of the tre-
mendous student section during football 
and basketball games, the concerts and dra-
ma performances, the celebrations of stu-
dent success; mostly,  he will miss the peo-
ple and the daily interactions they shared.
   “South Albany is truly a unique place; it is 
incredibly rare to have over 100 staff mem-
bers who are sold out for kids and will do 
whatever they can to help others be success-
ful.  It’s unusual and memorable to work 
with people that genuinely and deeply care 
for each other and their success.”
   Looking back, however, Belveal looked 
back at the times where he was challenged 
and faced hardships, though he stated he 
holds his trust with through the rough 
times, as well as the good times. The fire 
that took the cafeteria building on April 1st, 

2015 is something he will always remember, 
though not for the tragedy that came from 
it, but the positivity he witnessed from the 
SAHS and Albany community.
   “The kids and staff took this huge loss 
in stride and quickly turned their eyes to-
wards how great it will be when we have a 
new building. I will forever remember the 
outpouring of support in many ways from 
the Albany community. As they showed up 
with things and found ways to support our 
needs, it was a practical expression of the 
heart of our community,” he stated.
   “I feel like I can look myself in the mirror 
and given my own limitations. I can hon-
estly say that I did my best,” said Belveal in 
response to the quote, “Don’t cry because 
it’s over, smile because it happened.” He 
added, “I made and continue to make mis-
takes. The rest and reassurance I have is that 

I have done my best to follow God’s plan for 
my life and as long as I believe and trust in 
Him, things will work out. I’m quite sure I 
owe some people apologies for times that 
I’ve been insensitive or overlooked their 
needs. For those people collectively, I’m 
sorry.”
   Though they are more commonly done by 
college students in reflection to their high 
school selfs, Belveal mentioned that if he 
were to write a letter to his younger self, he 
would advise himself to not stress over the 
small stuff, that it is okay if people do not 
like his ideas, love people first because if 
one does, everything falls into place.
   “You will be judged by how many times 
you get up and try again, not how many 
mistakes or times that you fall down,” he 
said.
   He also added to make time for his fam-

ily and not get lost in his job, not to take 
criticism personally and to trust God in all 
things. This is the same advice he would 
give Muñoz, as well as to hold his family 
close, telling him that it is okay to do things 
differently, dream big and believe his sup-
portive team. Seeing SAHS soar heights is 
something Belveal looks forward to in the 
coming years.
   “I have learned over time that God’s tim-
ing is perfect, not that I would have ever in 
my wildest dreams considered the outcome, 
I just have to trust. The timing of my deci-
sion to retire has collided with AVID’s need 
for more help,” said Belveal regarding his 
continuing interest in AVID and how it will 
play a role in his life after he retires.
   “I went through a process with over 400 
applicants for a job with AVID, five inter-
views later, I have accepted a position help-
ing schools in Oregon and SW Washington 
become AVID schools. It’s so exciting to re-
tire into a position that will be much fewer 
hours and will allow me to continue to pur-
sue great things for kids across the state,” 
Belveal commented.
   According to Belveal, the job will require 
some traveling, but he and his wife are 
excited to share this new chapter of their 
life together, adding that he will consider 
bringing along some of his grandchildren.
   “I’m excited that I get to get paid for help-
ing teachers and students reach new heights 
of success in many schools.  It will be fun to 
have one major focus rather than hundreds 
of different focuses,” he stated.
    Though he will still be working, Belveal 
stated that in September, he will take some 
time to do a bucket list trip.
   “Phase one: Candy and I will be doing a 
northern college football tour. We will see 
a division 2 game in South Dakota with 
family in that area. From there, we will go 
and explore Iowa and see Oklahoma play at 
Iowa State. From there, we explore Michi-
gan and then see Nebraska play at Michi-
gan.  The following week we will explore the 
area around Notre Dame and then see Stan-
ford play at Notre Dame,” he shared. While 
a date for phase two has not been issued, it 
is in his plans to take trip to see the big sta-
diums in the southeast part of the country.
   “I look forward to helping Coach [An-
drew] Peterson with wrestling. I look for-
ward to supporting my own children and 
our grandchildren. I look forward to proj-
ects in my woodshop and on our property,” 
added Belveal regarding what his life will 
look like after high school.
   Candy said they will both miss everything 
SAHS was about, the sports, activities, peo-
ple and relationships.“It will be different, 
our life will change in ways that neither he 
nor I can comprehend at this point. But on 
the flip side, this will make room for new 
things, [such as] finishing our house that 
we moved into three years ago, making 
things for grandkids [and] lots and lots of 
time and activities with our little miracles 
from God [their grandchildren Harper, 
Brock and Olivia],” she mentioned. 
   “I love building things and I’m so excited 
to have some time to devote to projects and 
just fun projects for others. Maybe I’ll start 
another business building custom furni-
ture or children's items?  I look forward to 
spending time at the house that my son’s-
in-law and I build at the beach; it’s so peace-
ful and calm there, the ocean is my place to 
go to refresh,” Belveal shared.
   Before Belveal packs his belongs from 
his office, before he gives his last speech at 
graduation as a principal, before he wears 
a visitor’s pass upon his return on campus 
next year, he will look back and think. 
Think about the times when he would 
stay up trying to come up with solutions 
to the list of problems he faced, back to 
the days where he might have preferred to 
stay home, rather than come to school and 
sit through meetings or to the day where 
he was informed of the misfortune of the 
school’s fire. But among all those things, 
the memories that will make him smile, 
the memories that he will attach himself 
to the most and will share with his family 
and friends, both current and ones he will 
make, will be the ones that made his job 
worth having for 37 years.
   “We have known this time would come in 
our journey through life, and we are ready 
and eagerly anticipating it,” concluded 
Candy. 
   “I owe so many people thank you. Mostly 
I thank the students at South Albany, past 
and present, who have allowed me to have 
an amazing experience and to feel support-
ed and loved. I wish all of you the very best,” 
concluded Belveal.
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Thank you for taking the time to read this year's Senior Issue. We have been working hard for two months, 
recording, interviewing and collecting information so we could cultivate one of our biggest issues yet! 

This collectors edition is one of a kind. Featuring color and 16 pages in length for the first time in the past 
decade, we thank our advertisers for supporting us with the funds necessary to make this possible. 

We also thank the people who support The Sentry by reading, sharing and taking part in the stories we 
share!

The Sentry Staff Members

Later (con.)

   Through being part of the news-
paper, I was able to tackle on stories 
that impacted people in my school, 
represent the school as a whole and 
appreciate the staff and students who 
you don’t typically hear about. It was 
so important to me make sure every-
one was represented. The newspaper 
meant so much to me, becoming 
a huge part of my life. Some people 
have sports, theater, music, but I have 
this. No one will ever, ever, know how 
much this class has meant to me. At 
the most, Farver could understand 
part of it, but only I truly know. It’s 
difficult to share what you are pas-
sionate about to people who might 
not understand it. For example, I 
never understood all the hype with 
sports, and that is okay. Imagine how 
boring things would be if everyone 
did the same thing. 
   Since I took my role seriously, and 
always wanted the paper to move for-
ward, I made some changes. This year, 
I had a fresh design in place which I 
began making since last year. I want-
ed to move away from the “look at 
me, I’m a school newspaper” layout 
to a more professional one. I really 
couldn’t be any prouder of what it has 
become. I genuinely like the newspa-
per and feel proud of it. When people 
say “does anyone even read the news-
paper,” I don’t get offended or hurt, 
because, in all reality, I do this for 
myself. I enjoy writing, laying out, 
photographing and making the paper. 
   It has truly become a hobby, one 
which I will make a career, and be 
able to share it with other people is a 
plus. I can look right now, and find a 
newspaper from any year from 1972, 
to now. People from 36 years ago have 
left their mark on this school forever, 
just by writing for the newspaper. 
The only other way people can really 
leave their mark for others to see is by 
making it into one of the three Hall 
of Fames at our school or making a 
significant impact towards our school 
community. For newspaper, having 
an article you wrote published is your 
Hall of Fame. People might not ap-
preciate it now, but they will in a few 
years. When people don’t enjoy it at 
all though, it does hurt me. 
   There have been times when both 
staff and students “complain” about 
details published in the paper. For 
them, it is easy to skim through the 
paper and find a mistake, because 
there is always some. In this paper, 
right not, I can guarantee there are at 
least 10 mistakes. It happens, never 
intentionally, but it happens. I can 
stare at the same page over and over 
again and not catch a mistake, and 
trust me, it happens. When you car-
ry such a big responsibility on your 
own, it’s bound to happen. We just 
have to work harder to ensure they 
don’t happen again. When people 
mention them, politely, I apologize 
and promptly fix the mistake. But 
that solemnly happens. Teachers and 
students mention the mistakes first, 
before actually complimenting the 

paper, that is, if they even bother to. 
And I’m not asking for notoriety. No. 
That is the opposite of why I do this. 
My goal is to serve the school com-
munity, getting a “good job,” is just 
the cherry on the top. When those 
situations do happen though, I find 
it more of an insult, rather than con-
structive criticism. We work so hard 
to get a paper published. So much 
goes into it, people only see the fin-
ished product. I stay up at night, 
thinking about how I can improve 
the paper, what mistakes I need to fix, 
what needs to be done/laid out, meet-
ing deadlines and more.
   I literally live and breath this news-
paper and everything it represents. 
I’m going to miss it, miss the people 
who made it possible to even have 
one and Farver for being such an 
incredible instructor. It truly meant 
a lot to me when she would stay late 
in the day just so I could finish lay-
ing out the newspaper. She became 
my number one fan of things I did, 
she was always there for support and 
ready to give me advice. It was having 
that adult figure in my life that im-
pacted me the most. She became such 
a prominent figure for this paper, that 
if it wasn’t her, I would have probably 
never joined newspaper, or pursue a 
career in which I could use my writ-
ing skills. Thank you, Farver. 
   Though I truly hate saying goodbye, 
often times I just avoid them over all, 
I know it is time to close this chap-
ter in my life. But somehow, goodbye 
does not feel appropriate. Goodbye is 
what I say to something or someone 
I won’t see again. See you later, to me 
means to put on pause, a “hold right 
there because I’ll be right back.” I 
know I will be back, I know I remem-
ber the newspaper, the memories that 
came out of it and I know I will stay in 
contact with Farver. I know all of that 
because when you do what you love 
for so long, saying later, sounds much 
better than saying goodbye. 
   What does my life look like after be-
ing on The Sentry? Pursuing a career 
in journalism just seems the right de-
cision for me, since I love what I do 
now, and want to incorporate writing 
into my job. New York City is where 
I truly envision myself. It just makes 
sense to me. Working at Vogue, writ-
ing feature articles/ stories is truly the 
plan. It’s that kind of journalism that 
intrigues me. 
   Traditional reporting journalism 
just really doesn’t catch my attention, 
though something I won’t turn down. 
It’s just that talking to people, asking 
questions that make them think and 
reflect is what drives me. I enjoy lis-
tening to people’s stories, whether 
it be their life story, or why they did 
something. It’s something that will 
take time, but I know I can make it if I 
just work really hard and set goals for 
myself. On the side, I will be working 
to be a full time author. That is some-
thing I can guarantee. I can’t wait to 
write stories about characters in my 
head, and sharing their stories with 
the world through books or films. 
Who knows, someone might be look-
ing back to this newspaper to see 
what I was like when that time comes.

Continued from Page 6: 
Later
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Shayna King  who has the same last name as  Alexander King  who is a Pisces like  Grace Duncan  who has blue eyes like  Jake Costello  who played on the SAHS 
basketball team like  Jaden Guilford  who has one dog and cat like  Alexia Anaya  whose favorite restaurant is Olive Garden like  Grace DeVyldere  who plays soccer 
like  Caleb Arzate  whose favorite drink is Dr.Pepper like  Kaellin Davis  who went to Sunrise Elementary school like  Alexis Jegglie  who plans on going to Linn Benton 
and Portland State like  Nicholas Saling whose favorite restaurant is five guys like  Collin McCoy  whose favorite internet meme is the angry patrick meme like  Alexsis Kerekes 
 who is on the South Dance Team like her best friend  Cinthya Torres  whose favorite color is blue like  Ruben Perez  who played football freshman year like  Brayden 
Wigle  whose favorite smartphone app is Reddit like  Ryan Butler  who is best friends with  Omar Nunez  whose zodiac sign is a taurus like  Terran Swope  who is in 
the Youth Watershed Council club like  Carina Torres  whose favorite restaurant is Ginza like  Spencer Williamson  who has AP English third period like  Andrew Nord  who 
is going out of state for college like  Lauren Burton  whose favorite television show is Riverdale like  Makayla Kyle  who did track like  Samantha Dittmer  who has 
blonde hair and blue eyes like  Bryce Efraimson  who knows the best french fries come from Carls Junior like  Miguel Garcia  who wants to study criminal justice after high 
school like  Brittany Sosa  whose favorite emoji is the laughing crying face like  Tanner Hodgson  who is a scorpio like  Bradley Johnston  who has been apart of track like 
 Jose Torres  whose favorite band is ‘Banda MS’ like  Jennifer Mercado  who is in Sources of Strength like  Moises Gonzalez  whose favorite music genre is R&B like  
Andrea Davidson  who has brown eyes like  Rosario Lule  whose favorite vine is “I don't get no sleep cause of y’all” like  Chandler Villarreal  who wants to study Psychol-
ogy after high school like  Logan Simpson  whose favorite drink is horchata  like Carson Westbrook  who went to Timber Ridge like  Taylar Spurgeon  whose favorite in-
ternet meme is Kermit the Frog like  Amaya Crawford  who has taken art classes at South like  Allie Benton  who is best friends with  Elisabeth Chilcote  whose favorite day 
of the week is Wednesday like  Sierra Page  who plans on going to Chemeketa Community College like  Joey Barrientos  who is in M.E.Ch.A like  Esmeralda Aviles  whose 
favorite smartphone app is Snapchat like  Kaytlen Keough  whose favorite emoji is the upside down smile like  Andy Serrano  who went to Sunrise Elementary school like  
Nathali Coyazo  whose zodiac sign is a Cancer like  Madeline Helenihi  who has AP Government like  Mike Montes  whose favorite restaurant is Panda Express like  Nathan 
Greensweight  who joined IGNITE like  Madeline Trippett  whose favorite artist is Lana Del Rey like  Ramon Hernandez  who was in the same journalism class freshman year 
like  Samantha Chavarria-Sanchez  who is best friends with  Brenda Lopez-Lopez  whose favorite color is yellow like  Daniella Martinez  who has done volunteer work for 
the SAHS Key Club like  Elizabeth Wood  who has had four years of German like  Isaac Southwick  whose favorite television show is The Office like  Mariah Galloway  
whose favorite season of the year is winter like  Nathan Chandlet  whose Zodiac sign is an aquarius like  Olivia Acker  who has played softball for SAHS like  Gillian Rose  
whose favorite band is Panic at the Disco like  Allison Meredith  who is in Bellissima like  Kryslynn Ellertson  who went to Oak Elementary like  Garrett Grindy  who is 
graduating with a sibling like  Blayne Grindy  who has English second period like  Cerise Miller  who has done band in high school like  Autumn Vandehey  who is in 
Newspaper like  Drew Mayfield  who is dating  Briaunna Woods  whose favorite Video Game is Fortnite like  Tyler Miller who have been involved in XC and Track like  
Aaron Pierce  whose favorite teacher in middle school was Mr. Timm like  Corina Cortez  whose favorite restaurant is Buffalo Wild Wings like  Hatsli Arreola  who is planning 
on going to LBCC for being a Medical Assistant like  Christian Vosguien  whose favorite day of the week is Friday like  Bishop Burns  who has blonde hair and blue eyes like  
Thomas Garrish  who is best friends with  Zach Little  who has an open during sixth period like  Trevor DeFord  who plays on the South Albany High School Baseball team 
like  Kerry Tappana  who has Newstons Avid class like  Kekoa Sugioka  who went to Timber Ridge middle school like  Preston Mayer  whose favorite season of the year is 
summer like  Ulises Meza  who went to school outside of the United States like  Francesca Mosca  whose favorite Television Show is Grey’s Anatomy like  Leslie Frost  
whose favorite music genre is Country and favorite musician is Upchurch like  Noah Middlestat  who plans on working after high school like  Ilse Sequera-Perez  whose favorite 
smartphone app is Instagram like  Vivian Song  who has Oregon Wildlife first period like  Stedman Andrizzi  whose zodiac sign is a Gemini like  Mickayla Magee  whose 
favorite drink is is tea like  Nicky Bunnag  whose favorite movie is Forrest Gump like  Wyatt Bose  who played on the SAHS Golf team like  Riley Barbour  whose favorite 
musician is Logic like  Jesus Esquivel  who is M.E.C.h.A like  Karina Villegas  whose favorite teacher at South is Katie Gisler like  Alexis Matheson  who is in one of the 
Senior Avid classes like  Nick McBee  who plans on going to Oregon State after high school like  Lili Kanthack  who was in the theater production Legally Blonde like  Austin 
Bendele  whose favorite Video Game console is a Nintendo Switch like  Austin Allen  who has four pets like  Jennifer Robinson  who is in Albany Chamber Youth Leadership 
like  Adam Bitter  who won Most Contagious Laugh for a Senior Best like  Heidi Alfano  who has the same middle name as  Jenna Jones  who played soccer freshman year 
like  Emileigh Wuerst  who is best friends with  Bari Walter  who was on Prom court like  Austin Mendoza  who drives a white truck like  Jasmine Alejandre  who has 
a body piercing like  Shandy Fields  who has an arm tattoo like  Kalli Corrick  who is in Gavette’s Senior AVID Class like  Noah Garibay  who has a YouTube channel like 
 Savannah Partridge  whose in Rebel Singers like  Joshua Wibbens  who has Government third period like  Jason Nesbitt  whose favorite Video Game is Fortnite like  Leo 
Gomez  who works at Pizza Amoré like  Josiah Balderas  who went to Calapooia Middle School like  Chloe Andrews  who is best friends with  Emma Denley  who was 
on South Albany Cheer team like  Keyanie Guyette  who was on the 2018 Prom court like  Cael Matta  who plans on going into the Armed Forces/Military after high school like 
 Myles Souza  whose favorite band is Migos like  Akilli Price  who has Government during rover period like  Noah White  whose favorite drink is a Rebel drink from 
Dutch Bros like  Emaley Reeser  who has greenish eyes like  Savannah Quintana  who plans on going to LBCC for Criminal Justice like  Samantha Escoria  whose zodiac 
sign is an Aquarius like  Mikey Medina  who has done Track like  Alexander Diaz  whose favorite day of the week is Saturday like  Savannah Palmer  who has an interest 
in Photography like  Alexandra Anderson  who has the same middle name as  Tabitha Trupka  who has Trisha Farver for Pride like  Sage Bodily  who is involved in Leader-
ship with her best friend like  Emily Balck  whose favorite emoji is the laughing crying emoji like  Noah Brian  who has two cats like  Justine Garber  whose favorite food 
is pasta like  Casey Plate  who is on the SAHS Cross Country team like  Arturo Mota  whose favorite Television Show is Rick and Morty like  Yovany Lopez  who has first 
period AP English like  Birdie Wolfe  who is involved in Speech & Debate like  Jaiden Hodson  who at graduation will be sitting next to  Jaedyn Hoover  who went to Tim-
ber Ridge like  Anna Mitchell  who had participated in Unified Basketball like  Alex Sisco  who is best friends with  Ashley McConnell  whose Zodiac sign is a Cancer like 
 Itzel Alvarez  who plans on going to Western, Oregon like  M.J. Slack  whose favorite season is Summer like  Lucie Cammas  whose favorite day of the week is Friday like 
 Annie Taylor  whose favorite animals are foxes like  Logan Whitaker  who is a Boy Scout like  Mathew Rogers  whose favorite pizza topping is bacon like  Anthony 
Mendoza  who has Financial Algebra first period like  Summer Rainwater  who is best friends with  Kassidy Brazil  whose favorite drink is from Dutch Bros like  Kelly 
Moore  who wants to go into Nursing after high school like  Bronte Mitchell  who played on the SAHS Varsity Basketball team like  Katie Mayhue  who won a Senior Best for 
‘Best Car’ like Eduardo Torres-Perez  who in involved with the SAHS Leadership like  Brenda Zaragoza  whose favorite smartphone app is Twitter like  Makenzi Pomaikai  
who is best friends with  Alyssa Setera  who shares the same name as  Alyssa Garner  who was in the production of Legally Blonde like  Ethan Faulkner  who does Improv 
like  Ashlee Nunez  who has the same middle name as  Allyona Helstrom  who has third period Government like  Christian Jimenez Ortiz  whose favorite Video Game 
Console is the PS4 like  Guillermo Chavez  who went to North Albany Middle School like  Mavryck Potter  who has AP Government fourth period like  Keith Stevens  who 
is involved in the SAHS Speech & Debate Team like  Susie Montes  whose favorite Restaurant is a Sushi place like  Jasmine Perry  who after high school plans on going out of 
state for college like  Kai Asia Mitchell  who is an AVID Tutor like  Katelyn May  who is best friend with  Cole Patterson  whose favorite animal is a Cheetah like  Jacob 
Bird  who went to South Shore Elementary School like  Ethan Oden  who has ginger hair like  Devin Ewton who is dating  Edelyn Solis-Medina  who shares the same last 
name as  Jose Solis  who went to Sunrise Elementary School like  Daniela Rodriguez-Alvarado  whose favorite food are tacos like  Lupe Ruiz Mendoza  who is in the 
M.E.Ch.A. club like  Alondra Guzman  who has third period Government with Neuschwander like  Liliana Castro  who plans to work after high school like  Derek Renly  
who went to Timber Ridge middle school like  Hollis Jaynes  whose favorite TV show is Sons of Anarchy like  Jesse Stryker  who plans on going into the Armed Forces after high 
school like  Jakob Summers  who played on the Freshman Football Team for South like  Adrian Gomez  who plays for the Track team like  Kiera Garner  who has a nose 
piercing like  Morgan Carr  who went to prom with  Michael Michael  who has the same middle name as  Izak Benson  who plays on the Boys Tennis Team like  Joseph 
Santos  who’s favorite day of the week is Saturday like  Joe Arnold  who has a pet cat like  Gabe Poole  whose favorite french fries are from McDonalds like  Logan Thom-
as  who went to Calapooia Middle School like  Isaac Hull  who is best friends with  Jacobi Fisher  who is taking AP Government this year like  Leslie Thwing  who is 
going to LBCC after high school like  Quetzal Palma-Zavala  who is on the Boys Varsity Soccer Team like  Marco Reyes-Aviles  who is dating  Victoria Vargas  who has 
AP English first period like  Noah Michalek  whose favorite drink is root beer like  Dillon Garcia  who takes an LBCC Small Engines class like  Airell Clark  who is a 
teacher's assistant like  Taylor Marshall  who went to North Albany Middle School like  Aliyah Haase  who has English 12 with Koberstein second period like  Nic Flotten  
whose favorite food is pizza like  Israel Martinez  who has Weights and Training second period like  David Cedillo-Perez  who at graduation will be sitting next to  Deisy 
Cervantes-Silva  who went to Calapooia Middle School like her best friend  Patty Delgado Zambrano  who played on the JV Girls Soccer Team Sophomore year like  Leticia 
Rodriguez  who shares the same last name as  Ivan Rodriguez  who plays on the Boys Varsity Basketball team like Seth Cullison  who has Newtons AVID Class like  Ray 
Wilson  who plays on the South Albany Football Team like  Gunner Teem  who took AP Stats second semester like  Colby Romviel  who plays on the Boys Tennis team like 
 Zackary Engel-Christenson  who has Economics fifth period like  Juan Avila  who went Timber Ridge Middle School like  Tyler Bricco  who is taking Government second 
period like  Danielle Townsend  who at graduation will be sitting next  Erin Tracy  who played Volleyball freshman year like  Adrienne Marks  who is athletic like  Colton 
Green  who has the same middle name as  Devin Rinehart  who shares a last name with SAHS Staff member like  Amanda Spencer  who is a talented singer like  Sarah 
Shetka  who was in the film production of Legally Blonde like  Drew May  who won a senior best like  Brianna Garcia  who is taking AP classes like  Sadie Halbrook  
who appeared on the dating page in the yearbook like  Miguel Macias  who has a passion for dancing like  Sagrario Vidrio Monroy  who has Gavette’s AVID Class like  Angel 
Huerta-Carrera  who is a wrestler like  Anthony Pulido  who has had Farver as a Sophomore teacher like  Alexander Boe  who has fifth period Economics like  Daniela 
Alarcon-Nunez  who wears glasses like  Anna Helinihi  who is a twin like  Taylor Moore  whose counselor is Jill Baker like  Dylan Plagman  who was in team sports like 
 Daniel Lopez-Rios  who to Calapooia Middle School like  Lacey McLellan  who played tennis freshman year for South Albany like  Josie Miller  who got a senior ad in the 
Yearbook like  Wyatt Marsh  who plays Varsity for Boy’s Soccer like  Armando Arreola-Flores  who is in AVID like  Katie Beasley  who is in the Youth Watershed like  
Anakaren Puentes-Rodriguez  who is in M.E.Ch.A like  Lauro Ramierz-Lira  who is in advance classes like  Diego Ramos  who is athletic like  Olive Muno  who moved 
to Albany like  Ciera Schlosser  who likes to be on stage like  Lauren Glass  who is in choir like  Sean Gillespie  who is in Magic The Gathering like  Caleb Howard  
who had Farver for Sophomore English like  Alex Knautz  who has a younger sibling at South like  Brian Harry  who has government third period with Neuschwander like  
Tryston Allen  who is friends with  Jaden Boyanovsky  who went to Calapooia like  Guadalupe Diaz-Torres  who has work experience on their schedule like  Alisa Perez  
who has long hair like  Kristin Westbrook  who attended Timber Ridge like  Dawson Wright  who took culinary arts like  Nathan Kaiser  who is in digital arts like  Connor 
Bartelds  who will be sitting next two  Daniel Beard  at graduation who has Koberstein for English like  Sydnie Turner  who took Financial Algebra like  Tiera Brown  
who is kind-hearted like  Devon Vantusko  who is into fitness like  Julia Richmond  who has had Mrs. Miles as a teacher like  Kathrine Scarborough  who has attended an-
other school like  Zachary Reeves  who shares Jill Baker as their counselor like  Stephanie Rapka  who read Life of Pi like  Tryston Bishop  who has a science teacher as 
their pride teacher like  Joel Nieblas  whose first language is Spanish like  Angel Martinez  who has dark brown hair like  Dakota Tiechroeb  who has Badger like  Bailey 
Teigan  who first name starts with the same letter as  Baxton McKinley  who will toss their tassel like  Kennedy Robinson   who is classmates with  see Shayne King   



“There was pros and cons 
of keeping the mascot. 

It is dissapointing we let 
outside views taint what 

we had,”
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How does it feel to 
be the last class to 

graduate as a Rebel? 

What is your ideal 
senior prank?

“To hire a banda and 
mariachi and have them 

play instruments and sing 
around the school,” 

“We cut up a bunch of 
onions and hide them 

around campus. Or put 
skunk oil all over the 

buildings and handles,”

“I am dissapointed in the 
community for failing to 
see past what they felt we 
were by judging a book 

by its cover,”

“It’s pretty cool, I did not 
really care about our 

mascot in general 
though,”

“Get balloons and fill 
them with helium to put 
them in the cafetria and 

cut them at the same 
time so they blow away,”

“It feels good because I get to 
see the last of the Southern 
Bells on their own and the 

first time our play is done at 
LBCC theatre,”

“It feels a little heart-
breaking that we are the 
last ones but at the same 
time it’s an honor to be 
the last. I’ll always carry 
the rebel spirit and what 
our school represents,”

“Take the teachers 
parking lot spots so 
they can not park 

there,”

 - Bradley Johnston. - Carina Torres.

- Isaac Hull.- Sadie Halbrook.

   - Ethan Faulkner.
    - Grace Duncan.

       - Ashley Nunez.
- Mike Montes.

“I like the idea of South 
Albany and West Albany 

switching their senior 
classes for a day,”

       - Terran Swope.

- Alyssa Setera.


